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Rise of  
the Robots
Automation is coming  

to global logistics



Markets continue to forge ahead, with yields still showing signs of potential tightening in most sectors. Offices in Poland 
remain an attractive proposition, especially the regional markets, even if there’s a sense that Warsaw may be a bit soft. In 
central Europe in particular, economies are surging ahead at rates that could well prove unsustainable, but at the moment 
this is translating into new investment and growing demand for industrial and logistics space. Retail, too, is in a good place 
as the level of wealth in the region appears to have reached a level that’s generating more predictable growth in consumer 
spending. 

But the market’s optimism has nothing to do with good politics. If anything, governments around the world seem to doing 
everything they can to hurt business confidence in their ability to manage a modern democracy. Donald Trump’s triumphant 
visit to Warsaw included a forceful defense of western values and praised the bravery of Poles through a century of trials. He 
also called upon Europe and America to stand up for civilization against the dark forces of fear and terrorism. One word that 
was curiously absent from his speech was the word democracy. If you search the full transcript of the speech, you won’t find 

a single example of it, though there is one reference to “democratic Europe”. Poles were called upon to defend European 
values, but they weren’t challenged to stick up for the traditions and institutions that prop up all democratic states. This may 
or may not have been intentional.

The omission, however, hasn’t stopped Poles from demonstrating in their thousands against plans to do away with the 
independence of its supreme court. All democracies, after all, are built upon the rule of law and the ability of the courts to 
uphold a country’s constitution and rules without outside interference. In the long-term, anyone doing business in the region 
must also see that a credible judiciary is the guarantor of investment security. It’s natural for any successful party to try to 
consolidate as much power as it can. However, it’s the job of civil society, institutions and traditions to ensure this happens 
within the right context.

Robert McLean
Editor In Chief
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secure at an attractive price this well-established and dominant 
center in a dynamic part of Berlin, which is undergoing rapid gen-
trification,” said Jean Philippe-Blangy, Head of Asset Management 
at Tristan Capital Partners. “Our asset management efforts have 
increased the average lease term and enhanced net operating in-
come, repositioning the property as a stabilized institution-
al-quality asset, in keeping with the remit of the fund.”

BRIT DEFRAUDS US INVESTORS IN CO-WORKING, 
BITCOIN SCANDAL

The United State’s Securities and Exchange Commission filed 
charges against Renwick Haddow, a U.K. citizen based in New 
York, claiming he defrauded investors in a pair of companies he 
set up. The first was a Bitcoin platform, while the second was a 
network of co-working spaces. Haddow had previous difficulties 
with U.K. regulators and is thought to have kept his connection 
between the two companies secret as a result. The SEC alleges 
that the man had failed to register Bitcoin Store, which he was 
obligated to do in order to sell securities and that he attracted in-
vestors in part on the basis of a line-up of phony senior execu-
tives. These weren’t the only outrageous fibs. The SEC found that 
the Bitcoin Store’s brochures claimed to have generated millions 
of dollars in sales, but in reality most likely had never gotten off 
the ground. He’s suspected of siphoning off north of 80 percent of 
the investment pledges made to foreign accounts in Mauritius 
and Morocco. Similar false claims were made to promote the 
co-working network, including boasts that new sites became 
profitable within months of opening. In at least two cases, the 
company allegedly sold more leases for workspaces than were in 
fact available.

CAERUS BUYS THIRD PHASE OF FUTURAMA IN 
PRAGUE 8 FROM EGI

Caerus Investment Management acquired the newly built third 
phase of Futurama Business Park in an off-market transaction 
from Erste Group Immorent (EGI). Caerus bought the asset on be-
half of the same separate account client for whom it acquired the 
first two phases of the project. Building F, built in 2016, is the third 
and final phase of the business park, which is located on top of the 
Invalidovna metro station in Prague 8. The sale was contracted in 
the construction phase for an undisclosed price. The 9,500 sqm 
office building is leased to tenants like the pharmaceutical com-
pany Roche and the German stock exchange, Deutsche Börse/
Clearstream, on long-term leases. The asset has secured a BREEAM 
Outstanding certification. Wilsons and PwC acted respectively as 
legal and tax advisors to Caerus IM, while Schoenherr and JLL act-
ed as legal and capital markets advisors to EGI.

TRISTAN DISPOSES OF NEUKÖLLN ARKADEN  
FOR CCP III

Tristan Capital Partners has sold the Neukölln Arkaden shopping 
center in Berlin to Deutsche Alternative Asset Management UK in 
a deal whose details have not been disclosed. Tristan was acting 
on behalf of Curzon Capital Partners II (CCPIII), one of the funds 
that Tristan advises, three years after it acquired the asset from an 
open-ended fund in liquidation. CCPIII extended the leases of Me-
dia Markt and Kaufland in that time with seven and five year com-
mitments, while also closing a 13-year lease with Contipark. The 
result is a 37,500 sqm property in which 30 percent of the income 
has a WALT of more than ten years. “We seized the opportunity to 

It was bought for a separate account client at an undisclosed price

CAERUS BUYS FUTURAMA BUILDING FROM EGI

Tristan acted on on behalf of Curzon Capital Partners II

TRISTAN SELLS NEUKÖLLN ARKADEN FOR CCP III

The company‘s occupancy rate in Romania is 89%

BRIT DEFRAUDS INVESTORS IN COWORKING SCANDAL

HIGHLIGHTS
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AMAZON TO LAUNCH MARKETPLACE IN CZECH

Amazon has launched its Marketplace in Czech, offering Czech 
clients and businesses the option to order and deliver goods as 
well as to contact potential clients across Europe. Amazon Market-
place reports $136bn in annual sales, an amount equivalent to the 
Czech state budget, writes Hospodářské noviny. Through this ser-
vice, products can be sent to one of Amazon’s 31 European distri-
bution centers. The e-retailer will then distribute the goods across 
Europe, allowing Czech businesses to avoid administration and 
transport costs and directly contact customers in the Amazon da-
tabase. Amazon is also planning to launch a Czech webpage for 
individual customers, but no deadline has been set. Hospodářské 
noviny writes, however, that some of the existing Czech e-shops, 
such as Aukro and Mall.cz, already operate similar marketplaces in 
the Czech Republic. Approximately 15 percent of Mall.cz’s sales is 
through its own marketplace. 

SPACETI LANDS €1M IN INVESTMENT

The Prague-based technology company Spaceti has received 
over €1m in investment from Reflex Capital and Fast Forward/Y&R 
to develop location solutions for use within buildings to increase 
their efficiency and comfort levels. The investment was made by 
Ondřej Fryc (via Reflex Capital) and Radomir Čech, who is CEO of 
Fast Forward / Y&R. Spaceti is creating new systems to be used 
inside commercial buildings, where GPS signals typically do not 
reach. Fryc said the company’s global ambitions and the compa-

ny’s team drawn from nine countries convinced him to make the 
investment. Fryc said the company had received investment of-
fers since the beginning of operations but that they had resisted 
them, preferring investors with both “entrepreneurial experience 
and a strong belief in our vision.”

POLISH COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DEALS EXCEED 
€1BN IN Q2 

Poland’s commercial property investment volume exceeded €1bn 
in the second quarter of the year, according to Savills. Investor ac-
tivity was driven mainly by portfolio transactions. “So far, the in-
vestment volume is slightly lower this year than in the corre-
sponding period of the last year. However, the investor appetite is 
still high for both the prime assets and those more opportunistic 
with decent value-add potential through recommercialization or 
redevelopment, including change of current use,” says Marek 
Paczuski, director of the investment department at Savills Poland. 
“The market is now driven by large portfolio transactions, mainly 
in retail and industrial sectors. Such transactions offer some level 
of yield premium and risk diversification.” Warsaw’s office market  
has attracted concern, but Savills says the sector is still essentially 
on-track: “Despite some concerns that the large number of office 
projects under construction city wide will result in a bust, the data 
shows that so far there is still balance between supply and de-
mand,” says Savills MD Tomasz Buras. “The office market in War-
saw is still ready to absorb new projects, and so developers’ activ-
ity is high. The risk of rising vacancy level is a concern mostly for 
older buildings as tenants prefer to choose new projects.

HIGHLIGHTS

Amazon will launch a Czech webpage for local customers

AMAZON TO LAUNCH MARKETPLACE IN CZECH

The company had received investment offers since it began

SPACETI LANDS €1M INVESTMENT

There is still balance between supply and demand

POLISH COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DEALS EXCEED 
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AUTOLIV

Autoliv has leased space at Palas Iasi 
where it is planning to open an engineer-
ing center. The company, which produces 
automotive safety systems, is currently 
located at UBC2 in Timisoara. Autoliv is 
developing software for Active Safety 
products as well as Passive Safety.  

MERCK

Merck, a pharmaceutical company, signed 
a lease on 700 sqm in Building C at Green 
Court Bucharest. The deal was brokered 
by Knight Frank. Green Court Bucharest, 
Skanska’s first commercial development 
project in Romania, offers 52,000 sqm of 
leasable space in three office buildings. 

ANNA CORI 

The Suceava-based owner of Why Denis 
and Anna Cori has opened a new store at 
Sun Plaza in Bucharest. This latest outlet 
brings the company’s total network to 32 
trading under the name Anna Cori. The 
Ana and Ilie Cornea family has other 
stores, but they trade under different 
brand names (All Shoes and Why Denis). 
The current thinking is that all of the 
shops would be consolidated under the 
Anna Cori brand name, because it has 
produced the best results up until now.  

DEDEMAN

DIY retailer Dedeman, owned by brothers 
Dragos and Adrian Pavel, opened a new 

store, following an investment of more 
than €35m. The new shopping zone, 
which will offer 50,000 sqm of leasable 
area, is located near Baneasa Shopping 
City in suburban Bucharest. Dedeman 
owners plan to open at least two more 
commercial spaces in the country this 
year. One is being built in Hunedoara, 
while the second is located in the Panteli-
mon area of Bucharest. A third Dedeman 
should subsequently open in Turda.

MOBICA

Mobica has leased 1,030 sqm at the Temi-
da office building in Poznań. The software 
services company will relocate in August. 
Mobica was advised by JLL, while Wechta, 
the owner of the property, was represent-
ed by Savills. Temida offers 2,325 sqm of 
space on eight floors. Savills is the build-
ing’s exclusive agent.

NISSA

Romanian fashion retailer Nissa will open 
a 86 sqm store at Warsaw’s Arkadia shop-
ping center this summer. Colliers Interna-
tional represented the tenant during 
lease negotiations.

TOUS

Tous signed a lease on a 70 sqm retail unit 
at Galeria Młociny, currently under con-
struction in Warsaw. The Spanish jeweller 
already has 35 stores in Poland. “We chose 
Galeria Młociny because of its attractive 
location, unique architectural design and 
exceptional concept,” said Agnieszka Jasi-
kowski of Oriens Bijou, which operates 
Tours stores. 

KNIGHT FRANK 

Knight Frank has been appointed to man-
age the Maraton building located at Kro-
lowej Jadwigi street in Poznan. The prop-
erty is a modern A-class office building 
and offers 26,000 sqm as well as 301 park-
ing spots, of which 12 are reserved for 
electric cars. The six-floor office building 
has two underground levels and is cur-
rently fully leased. 

JP AUTO 
Hungarian-owned JP Auto has opened a 
Mercedes-Benz brand dealership in Jász-
berény, central Hungary. The investment 
was built on a 30,000 sqm plot and offers 
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5,000 sqm of space. The dealership will 
also serve as a repair garage with special 
attention paid to environmental protec-
tion. The new facility will create 150 new 
jobs at an investment cost of HUF 1.5bn.

4F

The Polish manufacturer of sportswear 
and sporting accessories 4F has extended 
its lease and expanded its space at the 
Brama Mazur shopping center in Ełk. The 
agreement was extended for another five 
years, according to 4F. The retailer in-
creased its space in the mall from 160 sqm 
to 225 sqm. 

ENEA

Enea, a Polish electric power company, 
has extended and expanded its lease by 
more than 1,000 sqm at Skalar Office Cen-
ter in Poznań. Cushman & Wakefield rep-
resented and advised the landlord and 
investor of the building, Górecka Projekt 
Sp. z o.o. The property is a class A office 
building with 15,000 sqm of leasable 
space and 466 parking spots.

DEKA TRANS 

Deka Trans signed a lease on 5,000 sqm 
with the possibility of expanding up to 
6,500 sqm at Panattoni Park Pruszkow II. 
Axi Immo represented the tenant during 
negotiations. Deka Trans is the first com-
pany to move into the newly constructed 
building. The tenant will use the space as 
a comprehensive logistics center for cli-
ents from the packaging industry. 

RONSON

Ronson Development has secured a con-
struction permit for the second phase of 
its Nova Królikarnia residential project in 
Warsaw. The Warsaw Stock Exchange-list-
ed developer is planning to build 28 
apartments in small luxury blocks and 45 
apartments in larger tenement buildings. 
The cost of the investment was not dis-
closed. The architectural design was pre-
pared by Kuryłowicz & Kuryłowicz, while 
Mostostal Warszawa named general con-
tractor. Construction of the second phase 
is scheduled to start by the beginning of 
August, with completion scheduled for 
Q4 2018. 

ŠKODA AUTO

Škoda Auto has had the best first half of 
the year in its history, having delivered 
more than 585,000 vehicles in that time. It 
marks a 2.8 percent improvement of 
15,600 from 2015. The company also had a 
record June, delivering 105,200 cars, or 
6.5 percent more than last year, even 
though sales of the Octavia, Rapid, Yeti 
and Citigo fell. Over 205,000 Octavia cars 
were sold last year, making it the highest 
selling brand for Škoda. Octavia is fol-
lowed by the Fabia model, which saw 
growth of 6.1 percent to 111,100 cars.

ČSOB

Two-thirds of Czech entrepreneurs and 
small companies are satisfied with the 
way the economic situation is shaping up, 
which is the best result for the past four 

years. However, a poll by ČSOB for the dai-
ly MF Dnes demonstrates that they’re los-
ing trust with the single European curren-
cy.  In fact, two third of voters are against 
joining the eurozone. “We should decide 
if we want to be part of the decision mak-
ing group in the EU. If yes, then the euro 
won’t miss us. If not, we’ll survive but it 
will be with greater risk,” says Karel 
Havlíček, director of the Association of 
Small and Mid-sized companies.

 

WARBUD

Warbud SA will oversee the construction 
of the Skyliner office tower, which is set to 
go up on Rondo Daszyńskiego in Warsaw. 
Warbud signed the contract with Spek-
trum Real, a subsidiary of Karimpol Polska. 
Work is scheduled to break ground in Sep-
tember, with completion set for 2020. The 
195-meter tower will offer nearly 44,000 
sqm of leasable space. Skyliner was de-
signed by the architectural studio APA 
Wojciechowski. The project will be fi-
nanced with a loan from Pekao SA Bank.
The cost of the investment was not dis-
closed.

.

TESATORIILE REUNITE

Tesatoriile Reunite broke ground on Baba 
Novac Residence in Bucharest. The resi-
dential scheme will include 363 units in 
six 8-story buildings as well as 436 parking 
spots. The project will cover   13,972 sqm 
on Eufrosina Popescu street, located with-
in walking distance to the Dristor metro 
station. Completion is scheduled for April 
2019. Vitalis Consulting will manage the 
project.
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GTC COMPLETES €40M BOND OFFERING 

GTC S.A. completed a €40m prospectus-exempt 
public offering of three-year euro-denominated 

bonds, which will be listed on Catalyst. Of the total, €33.5m bonds 
were allocated to institutional clients, while  €6.5m went to indi-
vidual investors. Over the last 12 months, GTC has raised more 
than €100m through euro-denominated bonds.

“The high demand for GTC bonds confirms our position of being a 
well-recognized, reliable and experienced player in the real estate 
industry. It shows a strong vote of confidence in GTC’s strategy 
and growth prospects,” said Thomas Kurzmann, GTC’s CEO. The 
money raised will be used to replace existing, more expensive 
PLN bonds as well as finance further acquisitions and develop-
ments within GTC Group. The transaction was managed by Ip-
opema Securities.

OASIS SECURES €8.5M TO REFINANCE  
PRIMA SHOPS 

Oasis Retail & Development Consulting secured 
€8.5m from Raiffeisen Bank Romania to refinance their Prima 
Shops retail parks in Oradea and Mangalia. Prima Shops Oradea 
is going up in two, 5,000 sqm phases. The first phase, opened in 
April, is fully leased to retailers like CCC, Takko, Deichmann, Pep-
co, Flanco, Noriel and Intersport. The Danish furniture and acces-
sories retailer JYSK recently signed a lease on 1,100 sqm and will 
open its store in August. The second phase of the project is set to 
open this fall.  

Oasis used its own capital to develop the retail parks in Mangalia 
and Oradea. Based on the improving financing conditions in Ro-
mania and the sustainable retail growth, the company decided to 
refinance these investments, said Klaus Reisenauer, an associate 
at Oasis Retail & Development Consulting.

BLACKSTONE RAISES €7.8BN FOR NEW 
EUROPEAN RE FUND

Blackstone Group has closed its newest European 
property fund after raising a record €7.8bn from investors inter-
ested in exposure to opportunistic investment exposure. The 
company is targeting double digit returns that it expects to source 
from distressed assets or properties held by cash-poor sponsors 
in need of capital investment. It’s expected that the money raised 
will translate into buying power of around €23.6bn. One expla-
nation of the move is that with rate hikes becoming ever more 
likely, Blackstone is anticipating a fall in valuations for real estate 
companies and a corresponding rise in acquisitions. 

ECB OPTIMISTIC, BUT NO RATE HIKES YET

The ECB held a monetary policy meeting in mid-
June, which resulted in what was for many an ex-

pected tweaking of the forward guidance, which dropped a ref-
erence to the possibility of lower policy rates in the future. While 
there seems to be an assumption that rates will be raised in the 
business community, the governance council wrote that they ex-
pect “the key ECB interest rates to remain at their present levels for 
an extended period of time.” At the same time, the ECB revealed 
that its GDP forecasts for 2017 through 2019 have improved. In 
2017, it expects GDP growth of 2 percent, while growth in 2018 
and 2019 is now seen as improving to 1.8 and 1.7 percent.”

Thibault Mercier of BNP Paribas writes that it would be wrong 
to see such optimism as a warning that monetary tightening is 
coming. “Indeed, the macroeconomic situation is undoubtedly 
improving, inflation pressures remain weak with core inflation still 
subdued…All in all, the ECB sounded slightly more dovish than 
expected, giving the impression that it is in no rush to end QE.” 

PENTA REFINANCES D48 OFFICE BUILDING  
IN WARSAW

Penta Investments has received financing for the 
D48 office building, which is currently under construction on 
Domaniewska street in Warsaw. A loan of €31.25m will be used 
to refinance the equity contributed so far as well as to cover the 
remaining costs of construction of the building. Penta has been 
funding the project up until this point on its own. The project is 
for an class A office building which will offer more than 26,000 
sqm of commercial leasable space, with retail on the ground floor 
and offices above. D48 has been issued a LEED pre-certificate with 
a Gold rating. Completion is scheduled for August.
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party retains a solid position in parliament, strong support among 
its voters, and the next general elections are scheduled for au-
tumn 2019.” She adds that the “usual words of condemnation” 
will be issued from Brussels, but predicts that Warsaw will ignore 
them. Undeterred by threats of sanctions and EU funding losses, 
the PiS will likely continue to reshape Poland’s institutional frame-
work and place its nominees into all positions of power deemed 
influential.”

ROMANIAN PM REFUSES TO RESIGN DESPITE 
PRESSURE

Romanian Prime Minister Sorin Grindeanu has re-
fused to resign in spite of a decision by his party’s executive com-
mittee to withdraw its support for his government. He says he will 
remain until Romania’s president appoints another candidate to 
his post. Grindeanu claims he was offered top positions at vari-
ous institutions in exchange for his resignation, but he claims that 
the decision by the executive committee of the Social Democrats 
(PSD) will end up serving only the opposition parties. He warns 
that a virtual opposition grouping is being created within the par-
ty itself. He asked that PSD boss Liviu Dragnea take responsibility 
for the failure of the government’s minister by resigning, since he 
had placed them there. 

Dragnea is calling for Grindeanu’s resignation, along with the rest 
of the government, saying he’s run out of patience over the delays 
with which the government program is being applied. Grindeanu 
survived calls for him to step down during the period of mass an-
ti-corruption demonstrations at the beginning of the year. But he 
may not be able to survive now that his biggest threat is coming 
from within his own party.

ZEMAN’S SUPPORT CONTINUES TO SLIP

For the first time in recent memory, the current 
Czech president Miloš Zeman is falling behind in 

the polls ahead of next year’s elections. His unexpected rival, Jiří 
Drahoš,  is the former chairman of the Academy of Sciences. In 
one of the last polls to be held in June, the Median public opinion 
company found that the newcomer would likely win 53 percent 
in the second round of voting, in which just two candidates can 
take part. Zeman is almost certainly likely to make it through to 
the second round, but his failing support has come as a surprise. 
It’s unclear what’s making him suddenly vulnerable, though he 
made few new friends by bestowing a presidential pardon upon 
a notorious contract killer. Whatever the reason, Zeman’s health 
is rumored to be failing and there’s been increasing speculation 
that he might not run for a second term at all.

TRUMP SPEAKS IN WARSAW ON EVEN OF 
FURTHER UNREST

June saw an historic event when the United States 
president visited Warsaw ahead of a host of other European na-
tions. He used the occasion to give what is being seen by his 
supporters as the greatest speech of his presidency. They have 
praised his unequivocal support for western values, calling upon 
Poles and the rest of Europe to stand up and fight for the survival. 
Critics of Donald Trump saw the speech as an antagonistic rebut-
tal of all policies that support immigration from Muslim countries. 
They also charge that he himself is weakening the west by calling 
into question fundamental democratic institutions, including the 
sanctity of elections and the independence of a nation’s judiciary.

Whether knowingly or otherwise, he was playing into the hands 
of Poland’s ruling Law and Justice Party (PiS) which itself came in 
for criticism for trying to concentrate its control over state institu-
tions. In June, it was the National Judiciary Council (KRS) and the 
Supreme court that came under fire.

Poland’s parliament passed a reform of the KRS which would es-
sentially release its current members from duty and ‘adjust’ the 
way new member are to be chosen. Specifically, the government 
would choose new members instead of the parliament. Supreme 
court judges could be fired in the near future, a move that would 
allow PiS to fill the institution with its own appointees.

There were immediate public protests over the matter in Warsaw, 
however Otilia Dhand, senior VP at Tenio Intelligence, sees little 
hope of them changing anything. “It is unlikely that the issue of 
judicial reform galvanizes a substantial protest movement in the 
summer holiday months,” she wrote in a recent note. “More sig-
nificant protests are possible in autumn; however, there is little 
reason to believe that they would have an impact on the PiS. The 
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Sounds Of The City: 
Why Urban Acoustics 
Matter

In Switzerland, some local 
governments are turning to 
sound specialists to make 
cityscapes easier on the ears.

Olga Yurkina / Le Temps

The acoustician’s assertion is confirmed 
by a 2015 report from the Swiss 
Federal Council. The visual aspect takes 
precedence with regards to design and 
budget; acoustics are largely ignored, and 
the study concluded that noise-reduction 
measures have to be taken later on.

But things are changing. Densification 
and a desire among city dwellers for a 
better quality of life are encouraging 
public authorities to take acoustic 
features in urban design more seriously.

The cantons of Bale and Zurich are 
taking the lead. Both asked Neuhaus’ 
firm to offer guidelines for a well-
designed soundscape along local roads. 
The way buildings are positioned and 
their proportions, for example, have 
repercussions on reverberations caused 
by traffic noise. The shape of buildings 
matters too: They shouldn’t lean forward 
too much.

“Instead of fighting against noise 
pollution afterward, we should include 
the acoustic dimension in the project 
from the very beginning,” the Swiss 
acoustician says. “Rather than enduring 
noises, we should control sounds.”

In Zurich, urban planner Trong Maag 
works hand-in-hand with his associate 
Andres Bosshard, a musician and expert 
in sound architecture. Their project, called 
Urbanidentity, aims at identifying spaces 
with pleasant acoustics, analyzing their 
advantages and offering solutions for 
greater sound quality for future projects. 
General layout, floor surface, facades and 

“We pay a great deal of attention to 
building good acoustics in concert halls,” 
notes Fabian Neuhaus, an acoustician. 
“But when it comes to urban design, 
the sound dimension is still usually 
overlooked. But poor acoustics in a public 
space cause dissonance and an annoying 
cacophony just like an ill-conceived hall.”

Neuhaus runs a firm that specializes 
in “sound architecture.” The company, 
based in Solothurn, Switzerland, mostly 
works on upgrading the sound quality of 
industrial buildings and concert halls. “But 
outdoor spaces also need to be properly 
‘tuned’ to produce pleasant sounds,” he 
says. “Unfortunately, it’s rarely a priority in 
an urban project.”

It probably has happened to you one 
time or more. While you’re walking 
somewhere in a city, you suddenly feel 
the desire to stay a while longer in a 
particular spot. And for no obvious 
reason. It’s just a place among others, 
maybe a greyish alley or non-descript city 
square.

And yet, something invisible about that 
spot gives you a sense of well-being. 
The sound of rustling leaves. The birds 
singing. The lapping of a water fountain. 
The charm, it turns out, isn’t something 
you can see or feel. It’s what you hear — 
the soundscape.
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CBRE GI BUYS 66,000 SQM 
INDUSTRIAL PARK OUTSIDE 
VERONA

CBRE Global Investors has completed a 
deal with the Italian developer Techbau 
for its logistics park in Nogara, Verona. 
Newly expanded, the park offers a to-
tal of 66,000 sqm which is occupied by 
Coca-Cola’s logistics operator STI. San-
dro Campora, Managing Director Italy, 
CBRE Global Investors commented: “The 
Italian logistics market offers high qual-
ity logistic assets, which attract a wide 
group of institutional core investors. We 
are therefore very pleased that we have 
been able to source this attractive asset 
for EIF. We are actively looking to deploy 

further capital in Italy on behalf of clients 
across the risk spectrum.” CBRE GI was 
acting for CBRE European Industrial Fund, 
which now totals 1,236,000 sqm of logis-
tics assets spread across seven countries. 
CBRE Global Investors was advised by K&L 
Gates, Arcadis, World Capital.

COFINIMMO RENOVATING 3 
NURSING HOMES IN €25M 
INVESTMENT

The Belgian investor Cofinimmo Group 
has acquired a nursing and care home 
in Lüneburg, near Hamburg. The Chris-
tinenhof residence was added to the 
group’s German portfolio for €12.6m. 
The 6,100 sqm facility was built in 2001 

and is currently leased to a subsidiary 
of Korian Group. The residence is set to 
undergo renovation work. Cofinimmo 
also revealed that it will be working with 
Senior Living Group (part of the Korian 
Group) which occupies and operates the 
Zonneweelde nursing and care home in 
Rijmenam. With permits already in place, 
it’s expected that the first of two phases 
of work (an extension) will begin during 
the third quarter of the year. Completion 
should take place in 2020. Cofinimmo is 
working with Senior Living Group on two 
other facilities and will be taking part in 
their renovation as well. They are Zonne-
wende in Aartselaar and De Nootelaer in 
Keerbergen. In all, Confinimmo will be in-
vesting €25m on the three projects.

even decorative elements all need to be 
taken into account, they explain.

“A path covered with gravel or sand will 
produce a soothing rustle while trees will 
act as a sound barrier, and a green wall 
will absorb high-pitched sounds instead 
of amplifying them,” says Maag. “Nothing 
is worse than large uniform facades made 
of glass or steel, which are a real torture 
for our ears.”

At the behest of the cities of Bale and 
Zurich, and their surrounding regions, 
Urbanidentity suggested 13 golden rules 
that establish sound quality in urban 
environments. But these rules would 
have to be applied during redesigns or 
at the early stage of development of new 
projects. Though still rare, at some point 
Bale and Zurich may aim to impose these 
rules as a condition in public tenders.

Lausanne architect Blaise Arlaud, who 
works for the firm EcoAcoustique, agrees 
that acousticians should be brought in 
early in any urban design project. “In 

most cases, they are restricted to issues 
concerning regulatory compliance 
or noise control, when they could go 
beyond that and actually appropriate 
sounds,” he says.

Building in accordance with sound is 
the dream of Pascal Amphoux, another 
architect from Lausanne. “Controlling 
noises is not about putting up walls but 
rather designing adequate arrangements,” 
says Amphoux.

With structural designer Filipo Broggini, 
he has developed a new concept of 
anti-noise modular screens, with flexible 
acoustic correction. In his project for 
the viaduct of Chillon, in southwestern 
Switzerland, the screens are shaped like 
wings that unfold, following the arches 
and rhythm of the surrounding sounds.

Other examples where designers 
prioritize sound include Andres 
Bosshard’s singing fountain, located in a 
schoolyard in Zurich, and the sonorous 
duckboard in a park in Lyon, France. The 

duckboard was designed by architect 
Cécile Regnault, a teacher at Lyon’s 
National School of Architecture.“In an 
ideal project, sound and image would be 
complementary,” says Regnault.

For now, the rare installations that 
put sound as a high priority are still a 
touristic curiosity. In Zadar, a coastal 
city in Croatia, installations by the sea 
include the world’s only marine organ: 
When the waves rush into an ingenious 
pipe system, they compose an ever 
changing symphony. In Switzerland, a 
musical bridge designed by Max Neuhaus 
is hiding in the streets of Berne. And in 
the German city of Dresden, a complex 
of buildings makes the rain play an 
orchestral score thanks to water pipes 
that are fixed on the facades.

“Perhaps one day acoustics will be an 
integral part of urban design and we will 
create something with sound rather than 
just block noises,” Bosshard says. “We have 
to keep in mind that in a city, sound is 
central to our sense of well-being.”



Legal Survey: Brexit 
and the investment 
boom

CIJ polls lawyers from across 
Central Eastern Europe on what 
they see as the prospects for the 
region’s market

Bryan Wilson 
Wilsons

Czech Republic

From what you’re seeing on the market, 
are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now? When (if at all) do you expect it to 
burst or can the boom continue for at 
least the mid-term?

I certainly think that the pricing for 
almost all sectors has strengthened over 
the past 24 months and currently there 
seems little evidence of it slowing down. 
However, I do feel that whilst there may 
not be a ‘bubble’, that prices will start 
to level out in the third quarter of this 
year. That said, I do not think there will 
be any burst, just that things will slow 
down a little while the market adjusts to 
the new pricing levels. Many people said 
in 2009 that we would never see prices 
like we had seen in 2005-2008 but the 
current market is clear evidence that this 
is not the case. For me it is the sign of a 
maturing market.

How strong is the push by local buyers 
to the forefront as investors? 

The past 2 to 3 years has seen many more 
local investors coming to the forefront 
but there are also still the big institutions 
– if you look at many of the big deals that 
have been done, the majority have been 
to the big institutions such as Union/CBRE 
GI/Deka. In the long term, I certainly think 
that local investor influence will increase.

Is Brexit good or bad for the Czech 
Republic?

My view is that Brexit is bad for everyone. 
However, there has been a marked 
increase in occupier interest in CEE over 
the past 6 months, particularly from 
the financial sector, many of whom are 
looking for a move out of the UK. In this 
respect, there are some positives that 
may come out of Brexit in the short to 
medium term should such institutions 
really make a shift away from the UK.

Maciej Duch 
SSW Spaczyński, Szczepaniak 
i Wspólnicy Law firm

Poland

From what you’re seeing on the 
market, are we witnessing a real estate 
bubble now in your view? 

Actually, there are an increasing number 
of people with the opinion that the 
current situation on the market reminds 
them of a “real estate bubble”. However, 
I believe that the real estate market 
became more mature and it cannot be 
compared to the bubble of 2008 or 2011. 
Although sales records are being broken, 
at the same time we can observe that 
market players pay much more attention 
to the security of the transaction, aided 
by an improving legal framework for real 
estate investments. A good example of a 
development in this area is the planned 
introduction to the Polish legal system 
of an entity modeled on real estate 

investment trusts (REITs), which might 
boost the sector. I expect 2017 to be 
recognized as another record year for 
Polish real estate market. Nevertheless, 
I think we may experience a slowdown 
on the Polish market due to the possible 
increase of interests rates by the 
Monetary Policy Council. However, these 
would most likely not happen in the 
coming months, but rather in 2018.

Is Brexit good or bad for Poland? In 
which ways?

Brexit could have beneficial effects for 
Polish economy, especially in the real 
estate sector. In recent months the press 
has reported about several firms from 
various sectors of the market (such as 
Nestle or Goldman Sachs) that are ready 
to relocate parts of their businesses to 
Poland. Any transfer of enterprises would 
mean a rise in demand for modern office 
or manufacturing space. This should, in 
consequence, result in an increase in the 
number of lease transactions and the 
construction of new office buildings and 
manufacturing facilities. Nevertheless, for 
some businesses which are mainly based 
on trade with the UK, Brexit could be a 
hard pill to swallow.

Grzegorz Skowronski 
Wolf Theiss 
Poland

Are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now in your view? When (if at all) do 
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you expect it to burst or can the boom 
continue for at least the mid-term?

The Polish market, in general, is still in 
good condition. There are some areas of 
business which seem to be developing 
really well, such as the warehouse market. 
The atmosphere for investments is positive 
and such trends should continue at least 
during this year. Of course, each market 
is subject to cycles and fluctuations so a 
crisis will come. However, I believe it will 
not take place this year and I would expect 
more to happen in 2-3 years.

How strong is the push by local Polish 
investment groups to the forefront as 
investors? Is their influence growing 
and if not, why not?

The expectations for Polish investment 
groups are growing. For instance, there 
is much hope in REITs as a business 
model that would allow Polish individuals 
to invest in the real estate sector. This 
hope is supported not only by recent 
discussions or conferences related to 
REITs but also by the political climate and 
by draft laws on REITs published by the 
Polish Ministry of Finance in May 2017.

Is Brexit good or bad for Poland? In 
which ways?

It is difficult to say that Brexit would be 
simply good or bad for Poland. There 
are positive and negative sides to it. 
For instance, the potential risks may be 
associated with restraints (or, in fact, the 
limitation of freedoms) related to UK 
investors. However, I believe that in the 
long term, Brexit will contribute positively 
to Poland’s situation as an attractive place 
to invest and be in. Poland has a strong 
position in the region based on factors 
like a good location, well educated 
people or on the relatively attractive cost 
for employees. A good example of this 
may be the shift of BPO/SCC services 

to Poland. We have already noted this 
trend where BPO/SCC tenants constitute 
an important part of the market. In the 
end, the consequences of Brexit will 
depend to a large extent on the results of 
negotiations between the UK and EU, in 
particular with regard to free movement 
of capital and services. I think we should 
also look carefully at Chinese investors for 
whom Poland is becoming a country with 
good perspectives. 

Raluca Nastase
Biris Goran
Romania

From what you’re seeing on the 
market, are we witnessing a real estate 
bubble now in your view? 

Although we are witnessing an 
established growth trend on the 
Romanian market, it does not, for sure, 
display the symptoms of a “bubble”. And 
it is better that way, because we all know 
that bubbles can turn surprisingly bad 
every now and then. We also see that 
investment in real estate has remained 
focused on feeding the current office 
accomodation shortage, and we can only 
hope that Romania will become more 
attractive compared to the other Eastern 
European countries.

How strong is the push by local buyers 
to the forefront as investors? Is this 
temporary or do you expect their 
influence to increase further?

The local finance has remained prudent, 
though we can’t forget that the banks 
have not come through all the way in 
helping them take such decisions. We 
have to rely on foreign venture capital, 
just as we’ve done so far, and can only 
hope that the mid-term future will show 
some change in this respect.

Is Brexit good or bad for Romania?

Like most countries in Eastern Europe, 
Romania is a potential candidate for 
consideration for the relocation of 
businesses from the UK. But at this point 
in time, we cannot see any signs (political 
or otherwise) that Romania is favored 
above the others. There are a lot of 
aspects to be factored in terms of Brexit - 
tax law, property law, corporate law - and 
all really depend on the completion of 
the negotiations in Brussels. 

Evan Lazar
Dentons
CEE

How strong is the push by local buyers 
to the forefront as investors? Is this 
temporary or do you expect their 
influence to increase further?  

We are seeing more activity by local 
buyers and we believe that this trend will 
continue. At the same time, we would 
not expect local investors to take over 
the markets and we expect international 
investors to continue to be very active.

Is Brexit good or bad for Central 
Europe?
Brexit is bad for CEE.  Brexit is bringing 
uncertainty to the markets and as a result 
both lenders and investors – both the 
life line of the real estate market – are 
adversely affected. While some people 
might believe that Brexit will lead to 
many UK office users moving to CEE, I 
don’t think so….  Many global companies, 
such as DHL and Morgan Stanley, started 
years ago to relocate back office and 
technical support to CEE, irrespective 
of Brexit. This trend will continue but 
it is not being driven by Brexit. At best, 
Brexit might lead to some acceleration.   
On the other hand, the European or 
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EMEA headquarters for companies like 
Goldman Sachs are not going to move to 
CEE.  If they really move they will go to 
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Luxembourg or 
Dublin – not Warsaw or Prague…

Marcin Świerżewski 
Edyta Deszczka  
Bird & Bird 
Poland

Are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now in your view? When do you expect 
it to burst or can the boom continue?

The Polish real estate market has 
continued to boom in recent years. A 
crisis was predicted at the end of 2016, 
however this did not occur, and there are 
no signs that it will do so in the short term. 
On the contrary, certain new trends and 
phenomena can be observed, which are 
driving new demand on the real estate 
market. Employers are competing with 
each other with their work spaces to 
attract highly qualified workers – offering 
increasingly modern, environmentally 
friendly, and top quality offices equipped 
with state-of-the-art technology solutions. 
Co-working is also becoming increasingly 
common in Poland, similar to Berlin, which 
is the start-up metropolis. New private 
student dormitories or aparthotels have 
been constructed throughout Poland, 
and are recognised as good forms of 
investment. Furthermore, a new form of 
long-term investment in real properties, 
REITs, might soon become available in 
Poland in 2018, which may also present 
some new business opportunities. 

How strong is the push by local Polish 
investment groups to the forefront as 
investors? Is their influence growing 
and if not, why not?

Polish investment groups (which also 
invest on behalf of foreign entities) are 
more and more becoming key players on 
the Polish real estate market. They have 
already gained a strong position, and 
successfully compete with foreign-owned 
investors. It is also worth mentioning 
that a group of relatively small/medium 
Polish investors has become quite 
active, and is successfully entering new 
areas of the market – e.g., investments 
in small housing estates, or renovating 
historic buildings and restoring them to 
commercial spaces or lofts. In addition, 
there are also REITs which could be 
introduced in Poland in 2018. These 
should offer new platforms for small 
private investors for participating in the 
Polish commercial real estate market.

Is Brexit good or bad for Poland? How?

Brexit could bring many benefits from the 
perspective of the real estate market in 
Poland. It is widely discussed that many 
corporations will leave London, and 
search for new offices in other parts of 
Europe. Due to our relatively low prices 
and rents, as well as cheap labour and low 
operation costs, Warsaw has had some 
excellent prospects for those who are 
considering relocation.

Magdalena 
Życzkowska-Jóźwiak
Greenberg Traurig Grzesiak
Poland

From what you’re seeing on the 
market, are we witnessing a real estate 
bubble?

Indeed the real estate market, including 
commercial, as well as residential is doing 
very well and is now at the growth stage. 

Foreign investors are continuously willing 
to invest on the Polish market and we 
expect that the dynamic growth of the 
industry will continue in 2017 – 2018. 
We can observe that developers are 
successfully satisfying growing demand 
both for commercial core properties 
in prime locations, and for properties 
in regional cities. The Polish market is 
growing and becoming more mature. 
Obviously, if a real estate bubble were 
to burst on the international financial 
markets, it would have to have an effect 
on the Polish economy, to a certain 
extent. However, after the global financial 
crisis, Poland along with European Union 
developed certain legal instruments to 
identify and limit the negative effects of 
a bursting real estate bubble. I hope that 
even when the crisis comes it should not 
be that painful as it was in 2008.

Is Brexit good or bad for Poland? In 
which ways? 

Undoubtedly, from a broader perspective 
Brexit is not good for Poland. For the 
Polish economy, Great Britain is one 
of the most essential export markets. 
Brexit means less funds in the EU budget 
and hence less money for Poland. How 
Brexit will influence internal market and 
businesses in Poland depends very much 
on negotiations between EU and Great 
Britain. But Brexit may also have and is 
already having various positive aspects for 
Polish economy. It is expected that some 
businesses operating in London will move 
their operations to the continent to keep 
benefits resulting from EU partnership. We 
can already observe that private banks and 
financial institutions consider moving from 
London city to Warsaw. Office space in 
Warsaw and other regional cities in Poland 
is constantly growing and attracting 
foreign businesses with competitive 
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rent rates. I believe that a stable and 
business-friendly legal environment is 
very important for the Polish market to 
be competitive with German and French 
markets in this race for English businesses 
moving to continental Europe.

Bartosz Miszkurka
Solivan
Poland

From what you’re seeing on the market, 
are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now? When (if at all) do you expect it to 
burst or can the boom continue for at 
least the mid-term?

In terms of the office market, I think we 
have been experiencing a bubble for 
the last few months and it seems to be 
growing further. We see a lot of vacancies 
in newly built offices while there aren’t 
many new tenants who now entering 
our market. I think that new office space 
is being leased instead to tenants who 
have decided to relocate their business to 
higher standard premises while old offices 
remain empty. We see that office space 
being offered with incentives for tenants 
that have never been so attractive.

How strong is the push by local Polish 
investment groups to the forefront as 
investors? Is their influence growing 
and if not, why not?

Definitely, yes. We see a lot of local 
players looking for mid-size properties, 
either retail parks or shopping centres. I 
think this demand will be met by Polish 
REITS which are now on the horizon 
and will boost significantly our property 
market in terms of the range of products 
and quality.

Is Brexit good or bad for Poland? In 
which ways? 

From our experience as consultants, it’s 
rather good as we see a  lot of funds 
which are being released and invested 
in Poland. In the long run, we expect to 
benefit from Brexit and we think that 
many companies providing financial 
services will decide to open their offices 
in Poland.

Uroš Marković
JPM 
Serbia

From what you’re seeing on the market, 
are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now? When (if at all) do you expect it to 
burst or can the boom continue for at 
least the mid-term?

While there is an obvious increase in 
activity on real estate market, we cannot 
talk at the moment about a bubble on an 
undeveloped market such as Belgrade. 
If we compare Belgrade with Budapest, 
Sofia, Bucharest or even smaller cities in 
the region such as Zagreb and Ljubljana, 
we can see that Belgrade is still far behind 
in terms of real estate development 
volume. As for residential market, the 
current trend of development in phases 
of high scale residential projects seems 
to be mirroring the existing demand 
which is increasing slightly, judging by 
the available statistics. The same goes 
for the Office and Retail sector where, 
despite newly developed projects as well 
as numerous projects in the pipeline, the 
vacancy rate continues to decline. All 
in all, we can expect to see a few more 
cranes in Belgrade in the near to mid-
term future. 

How strong is the push by local buyers 
to the forefront as investors? Is this 
temporary or do you expect their 
influence to increase further? 

The local buyers are creating almost 80 
percent of demand but we have to have 
in mind that by saying local buyers we 
are also counting on Serbian diaspora 
since there is cca 4 million Serbs living all 
over the world. While the current trend 
is that many young professionals are 
leaving the country in search for work in 
the EU, the ones which are going in the 
other direction, i.e. returning to Serbia, 
are ready to invest their capital in real 
estate. As the market becomes more 
sophisticated and liquid we can expect 
that the investors, both local and from 
diaspora, may become even more active.

 Is Brexit good or bad for Serbia? Do 
you see or expect any direct impact for 
the property market or the country’s 
economy?

Brexit will not have a major direct effect 
on economy of Serbia as both the 
external trade with UK as well as the 
direct investments coming from UK are 
relatively small. On the other hand, the 
“divorce” negotiations may slow down the 
process of Serbian integration into EU. As 
for the property market, some investment 
funds which would have invested in 
London as a traditional real estate market 
capital of Europe are increasingly looking 
for alternative opportunities in Western 
Europe and CEE region. Whether this 
shift is a long lasting one and whether it 
will have a spillover effect to the Serbian 
market as well, remains to be seen.
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Ivan Gazdic 
Bojovic and Partners
Serbia

How strong is the push by local 
investors in Serbia? Is this temporary 
or do you expect their influence to 
increase further?

One third of all construction projects in 
Serbia are currently located in Belgrade. 
Consequently, the city represents the 
driving force behind the country’s 
construction industry. There are several 
projects planned to renovate the capital, 
including the restoration of the city’s 
main symbol, the Belgrade fortress, the 
construction of a new main bus station, 
new public garages, the renewal of 
residential facades, the extension of 
bicycle paths throughout the entire 
city (making bicycles a new form of 
urban public transport), and other 
developments of major public areas.

The key acceleration factor in the real 
estate development sector is, in my view, 
a recent regulatory reform. Namely, 
the recently introduced “integrated 
procedure” has simplified the process for 
obtaining required documentation for 
construction projects, such as licenses 
and other consents. The procedure 
encompasses all actions, from the 
issuance of location conditions, to the 
issuance of construction and use permits 
and the registration of ownership over 
the newly constructed facility with the 
real estate cadaster.

The integrated procedure ensures 
that the exchange of all relevant 
documents takes place between the 
public authorities, without any further 
involvement by the investor. Instead 
of having to collect the requisite 
documentation from a multitude of 

different institutions and public utilities 
providers, the investor is now only 
required to produce those documents 
which the competent authority cannot 
obtain ex officio.

Is Brexit good or bad for Serbia? Do 
you see or expect any direct impact for 
the property market or the country’s 
economy?

Many Balkan countries continue to 
negotiate their entry to the EU and did 
not expect one of its most prominent 
members to actually vote to leave. I do 
not believe that many people in Serbia 
expected the Brexit campaign to win the 
referendum. Our UK-based colleagues 
share the same view. However, once 
the sensationalist reporting started to 
subside, many stakeholders in South-
Eastern Europe seemed to become more 
at ease with the concept. Some can see 
the benefits of Brexit and are slowly 
identifying how they can take advantage 
of it. In any case, I do not expect any 
direct Brexit impact for the property 
market in Serbia.

Ana Lukovic
Sonja Radovic
karanovic/nikolic
Serbia

Is Brexit good or bad for Serbia? Do 
you see or expect any direct impact for 
the property market or the country’s 
economy?

It is generally accepted that Britain’s 
decision to leave the EU will not directly 
affect the Serbian economy and the real 
estate market, since Serbia does not have 
much trade with the United Kingdom. 
However, the popular opinion is that 
there may be some indirect effects. The 
Serbian economy is quite dependent 
on the EU economy and on changes in 

the value of the euro. If the process of 
Britain leaving the EU lasts too long, it 
will damage the EU – and thus negatively 
affect Serbia as well.

Are we witnessing a real estate bubble 
now in your view? Do you expect it to 
burst or can the boom continue for at 
least the mid-term?

Although Serbia is still in the process of 
development, the real estate market is 
one of the most developed in the Balkans. 
Even during the period of the global 
financial crisis, the real-estate market in 
Serbia remained stable - it was the least 
affected market by the financial crisis. 
The growth wasn’t as strong in the years 
before that, but it hasn’t shown any 
significant declines. Having this in mind, 
the bubble scenario is not probable in 
the case of Serbia, but we will follow up 
on the forthcoming developments and 
market trends.

How strong is the push by local buyers 
to the forefront as investors? Is this 
temporary or do you expect their 
influence to increase further?

We witnessed an increase of domestic 
investors in the past couple of years. This 
may be due to the global financial crisis, 
which influenced foreign investors to 
withdraw and gave more importance 
to domestic investments. Since the 
situation is more stable now, we expect 
a significant increase in both foreign and 
local investments. In addition to this, 
Serbian legislation was amended over the 
past two years – the status of investors was 
significantly improved, a detailed legal 
framework was provided and the expenses 
and deadlines for the legal aspects of 
construction projects were reduced. 
We have also witnessed a significant 
improvement in the World Bank Doing 
Business reports, where Serbia improved 
its ranking from 152 to 36.
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Is it illegal to use Airbnb  
in some cities?
Lauren Taylor, Press Association

Most of the Airbnb generation - those savvy 
travel-hounds who book low-cost flights 
and an Airbnb apartment for a weekend city 
break - would agree: Renting somebody’s 
home, rather than a hotel room, isn’t only 
more financially viable, it’s preferable. Sure, 
there’s no room service and your bed won’t 
be made up while you’re out sightseeing. 
But many who use home-sharing websites 
like Airbnb find they get more space and a 
personal, homely experience. However, local 
laws in cities such as New York and Berlin 
mean renting some short-let properties 
could be considered illegal. If you’re planning 
an Airbnb trip this summer, read on...

What do the laws in New York say? 
A report by the New York state Attorney 
General released in 2014 found that as many 
as 72% of Airbnb reservations over the last 
few years violated New York law. Since 2010, 
it has actually been illegal under the multiple 
dwelling law to rent out a home in a building 
in the city with more than two properties 
and where the resident is not present. In 
October last year, it became illegal to even 
post such homes on sites like Airbnb. That 
basically means you can’t legally rent out a 
flat in a building where there are more than 
two apartments - although you can rent an 
individual room or a sofa.

What’s going on in Berlin? 
In Berlin the laws are even tougher. 
Landlords can rent out up to 50% of a home 
they live in, but entire homes can only be 
rented out in special circumstances, with a 
city permit. Airbnb says Berlin’s law “hurts 
regular Berliners who want to benefit from 

home sharing by occasionally renting out 
their home”.

Patrick Robinson, director of public policy 
(Europe, Middle East and Africa) at Airbnb, 
says: “The Berlin housing law is broken and 
has been challenged by court rulings, expert 
opinions, politicians and local families. 
In Berlin, a typical Airbnb host shares his 
home for 28 days a year and makes an extra 
income of 1,500 Euros.”

So what’s the harm in people renting out 
their own homes on a short-term basis? 
There are several arguments made by local 
authorities, one being that if increasing 
numbers of residents rent out their 
properties as holiday lets, there are fewer 
long-term rentals available, and therefore 
renting for local residents becomes more 
expensive.  Some city authorities say 
this could also lead to neighbourhoods 
becoming overrun by short-term renters, 
and local hotel business is suffering.

Will you get into trouble as a guest if you 
rent an illegally-posted property? 

No, at the moment there’s no fine for guests 
and if a problem does occur, the company 
have a ‘trust and safety team’ on call 24/7 to 
help. Robinson says: “There have been over 
180 million guest arrivals in Airbnb listings 
and negative incidents are extremely rare.”

Could this happen in other cities? 
Negotiations have been going on with 
authorities all over the world. Since the start 
of this year, Airbnb’s systems automatically 
limit entire home listings in Greater London 
to 90 nights per calendar year. This is 
because short-term lets are subject to 
planning restrictions in the capital, although 
there may be exceptions if hosts are granted 
permission from their local authority. 

In Amsterdam, the limit is 60 nights. Airbnb 
say they aren’t worried about the strict rules 
set in New York and Berlin being replicated 
elsewhere in the world. “Cities like Berlin and 
New York are exceptions, and we continue 
to work closely with policymakers in those 
cities on progressive rules that support 
thousands of local families and communities 
that rely on home sharing to boost incomes 
and local economies,” says Robinson. 
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Will robots let sheds 
reach new heights?

As labor markets dry up and city 
logistics demand grows, taller 
warehouse and automated systems 
are making increasing sense

Nina Fibigerová

The logistics sector is on the verge 
of profound change. The need for 
new solutions is being driven by the 
continuing explosion of e-commerce, 
along with a lack of two key commodities 
– labor and available land. Technological 
development, the automation of logistics 
processes and urbanization is increasing 
the pressure for the growth of vertical 
warehouses. Elsewhere in the world, 
architects are being asked to dream up 
warehouses that stretch over motorways, 
or distribution parks that resemble green 
parks. But Europe lags behind Asia and 
the United States in the great industrial 
re-think where investors aren’t always 
stuck on the ground floor. 

In the Czech Republic, new trends are 
running into administrative barriers: 
change of rules that would greenlight 
development of the new type of vertical 
storage in the Czech Republic is still 

a far cry. And investors are equally 
conservative.

“Investors don’t want to invest into 
something that isn’t tried and tested,” 
says Pavel Sovička, general director 
of Panattoni Europe. He says that it 
would require a 15-year contract from a 
corporation like Amazon, which already 
operates a three-story warehouse in 
Poland, to lure investors into financing 
such a project. Tomáš Míček, Country 
Head Czech Republic at P3, says that 
logistic companies and e-shops are left 
with the option to build mezzanine floors 
in classic big-boxes instead of leasing 
vertical sheds. “We built an interior 
multilevel store for VF Corporation in our 
park in Zdiby. But the mezzanine system 
is extremely demanding when it comes to 
fit-out, lighting, and heating. It’s more like 
the way shopping galleries are done. It’s a 
really complicated system.”

Martin Baláž of Prologis explains that 
at current rent levels, building and 
operating a multi-level warehouse isn’t 
feasible. “No-one wants to pay the rent 
you would have to charge in a multi-level 
warehouse, where access to the upper 
floors is possible via ramps for vehicles. 
And the construction materials would 
have to change as well. These kinds of 
warehouses cannot be built with concrete 
and sandwich panels. They would 
require the use of carbon materials.”  But 
Ferdinand Hlobil, head of the industrial 
team at Cushman & Wakefield, says that 
with growing demand in what’s already a 
booming market, rents have jumped 10 
percent in some locations over the past 

12 months. “If rent growth continues, 
it won’t take long before we can start 
looking at these new concepts,” he says.

Sovička, however, is more down-to-
earth. “I think that these trends will 
run into a planning difficulties in the 
Czech Republic. Which city in the Czech 
Republic would greenlight construction 
of a 40 meter tall, 50,000 sqm high-bay 
warehouse? I would personally bet on a 
scenario in which half of the hypermarket 
space, like Globus in Prague Zličín, would 
be turned into storage and would serve 
as city logistics. Companies could sell 
off part of their operations and since 
transport capacity is already approved in 
the location, the last-mile delivery can be 
operated from there.”

Still, Sovička says it’s tough to predict 
if the preference will be for the mega-
sheds that are so popular these days 
or if companies will prefer a scattered 
suburban network of smaller facilities. 
Because of the increasing complexity 
of the work done in them, the larger 
warehouses are becoming more labor 
intensive. At the same time, supplies 
of labor are becoming critically scarce. 
“While historically, big-boxes needed 100 
to 150 staff, nowadays there are 350 – 400 
workers employed there,” he says. This is 
pushing logistics companies to rely to an 
ever greater extent on temporary agency 
workers. Esa Logistika, for example, 
employs a staff of 1,500 staff, of which as 
many as 400 are hired through agencies. 
The reliance on such staff is even greater 
in other companies, where just 15 
percent of their workers are permanently 
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PANATTONI TO REDE-
VELOP KOVOŠROT AREA 
IN PRAGUE INTO 
HIGH-TECH CENTER

Panattoni Europe is planning to redevelop 
the former Kovošrot area in Prague-Dolní 
Měcholupy into a high-tech industrial 
area for its long-term partner and inves-
tor, Accolade. Costs are expected to reach 
CZK 1bn. Panattoni Europe’s head, Pavel 
Sovička, said the area will also offer park-
ing for 488 cars, a kindergarten, restau-
rants, sports facilities and medical care. 
The company is aiming to break ground 
by 2019. Sovička said Panattoni will target 
companies such as GE Aviation and Festo 
to operate in the area. 

CPI EXPANDING CLARI-
ON HOTEL IN ČESKÉ 
BUDĚJOVICE

CPI Property Group is planning to expand 
the Clarion congress hotel in České Budě-
jovice in South Bohemia with the addition 
of a mixed-use hall and new rooms. The 
congress hall will have a capacity of 800 
people and will be part of a new build 
that will include 75 modern guest rooms 
across three floors. CPI is also renovating 
and expanding the adjacent IGY shopping 
center. The expansion of the Clarion hotel, 
designed by Kročák-architekti, will go up 
on a parking lot that will to be replaced 
by a garage for 263 cars. Parking space for 
buses and trucks will be located on the 
ground floor under the congress hall. 

SIEMENS TO INVEST CZK 
7BN IN CZECH REPUBLIC 

Siemens is planning to in-
vest CZK 7bn over the next seven years 
to expand its production in the Czech Re-

public. The company intends to expand 
and modernize its manufacturing plants 
in Drásov, Frenštát pod Radhoštěm, Mo-
helnice, Trutnov, Letohrad and Brno as 
well as build a new R&D center to develop 
electric motors in Ostrava. It is also plan-
ning to implement top modern digital 
technologies into all its operations. The 
general director of Siemens Česká repub-
lika, Eduard Palíšek, said that the compa-
ny wants to strengthen its cooperation 
with Czech universities and hopes its 
use of top technologies will attract more 
young qualified people to its workforce. 
The company will create 1,800 new jobs, 
30 percent of which will be earmarked for 
research and development, management 
and administration. Karel Kučera, head 
of CzechInvest, said that Siemens is cur-
rently considering the option to apply for 
incentives, but the investment does not 
depend on that.

on the books. The shortage has reached 
such proportions that Esa’s CEO Roman 
Pekrt says that current visa politics 
are endangering the  Czech business 
environment. 

“The state must liberalize its visa politics, 
at least with Ukraine. One million 
agency workers from Ukraine work in 
Poland, which increases that country’s 
competitiveness, as they don’t have such 
serious problems with workforce,” says 
Pekrt. The situation with drivers is also 
becoming perilous, as many are reaching 
retirement age and younger Czechs 
under the age of 30 aren’t interested in 
jobs that offer so little free time. 

Robots to the rescue?
On the flip side of the labor dilemma 
is the seemingly endless growth in 
computing power and advances in 
machine learning which is leading to 
ever-greater capabilities in automation. 
Robots, in other words, are becoming an 
ever-more viable alternative to humans 
and Mecalux is one of the companies 
that’s grabbing market share in this new 
sector. The company offers solutions that 
make it possible to operate sheds with 
vastly reduced numbers of workers and 
even more efficient use of space. Fully 
automated storage systems, for example, 
could serve racks 30 meters in height. In 
addition, ‘robots’ are able to work non-

stop with no light, in refrigerated sheds 
in temperatures as low as -15 C or in 
buildings with reduced oxygen levels to 
prevent fires or to extend the shelf life of 
perishable food products. Near zero error 
rates are another obvious advantage of 
automated systems. 

Liska admits, however, that such systems 
are still quite expensive. “The investment 
ranges from millions to hundreds of 
millions of crowns, depending on the size 
of the warehouse and the complexity of 
the automatization. The return on the 
investment, he says, is usually between 
seven and 15 years. But for how long? 
Like everything connected with the 
high tech revolution, the price of robotic 
systems and components are dropping 
rapidly. Robotic hands, to give just a 
single example, have dropped 80 percent 
over the past four years. How long will it 
take until they replace human hands?
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Suremka: Czechs 
challenged by new 
competition

Jiří Suremka (ComplexRe) is 
tracking not just potential CEE 
locations for his clients, but even 
suppliers

Nina Fibigerová

If Jiří Suremka has been spending more 
and more time outside the Czech Republic, 
it’s not because he’s given up on the Czech 
industrial market. Increasingly, however, 
he’s found it necessary to go beyond the 
borders of his home country in order to find 
locations for clients who need to hire larger 
numbers of workers. The business model of 
his company ComplexRE is essentially to find 
less-known industrial and logistics sites for 
end users. Rather than competing directly 
with the major real estate agencies who have 
the larger sites covered, for the most part, 
the company began by visiting and getting 
to know the end users of all types and sizes 
of industrial and logistics space. 

In doing so, he says, he began to build 
not just a database of contacts, but a 
considerable expertise in what tenants want 
and (just as importantly) if they’re planning 

to leave their old 
premises for something 
new or different. 
At the same time, 
ComplexRE has been 
building its knowledge 
of Scandinavian 
manufacturers, noticing 
along the way that 
many were looking to 
move their operations 
to the CEE region. Along 
with matching foreign 
tenants with local 
real estate, Suremka 
also helps clients find 
suppliers around CEE. 
“I call it a boutique real 
estate provider,” says 
Suremka. “Our specialty 

is we offer a product which is not exactly on 
the market. We are searching for projects 
which aren’t on the market for our clients in 
order to make off-market deals.”

Like others, he’s seen the increasing 
difficulties suppliers have in finding enough 
labor at reasonable wage levels, something 
he believes began around two years ago. 
“Previously, they were choosing cities that 
were near an airport but then they reached 
this breaking point, because they couldn’t 
find the employees. So they’ve decided 
for new locations. It’s becoming a more 
important issue.”

ComplexRE is based in Chomutov 
in northwest Bohemia, a region that 
traditionally has suffered from high 
unemployment rates. He says that even here, 
unemployment levels fell so dramatically 

that he had to begin traveling to other 
countries to find locations for his clients. 
Along with Ukraine, where he says there are 
still numerous opportunities, Suremka says 
that Serbia offers quite attractive investment 
conditions. “It was for many years unfairly 
pushed to the edge of the European Union,” 
says Suremka, who speaks Serbian. “The 
infrastructure has been in place for years, 
so all of the industrial projects are along the 
international corridor connecting Greece, 
Bulgaria and Turkey to Europe.” 

The company has also succreded in 
facilitating deals in Hungary, with the 
most recent example being CTP Invest’s 
acquisition the WestLog DC property outside 
Budapest. The 63,000 sqm site has tenants 
such as DHL/Huawei and Willi Betz and came 
together in a portfolio that included a 19,000 
sqm site in Szombathely. In that deal, it was 
ComplexRE that brought the buyer and 
seller together. 

Not that everyone is leaving the Czech 
Republic. Suremka says that the country’s 
traditional strengths and its location mean 
it will be a permanent target for investors. 
“I met a company recently that wanted to 
produce textiles, but they were really looking 
for cities in the Czech Republic with a textile 
history,” says Suremka, claiming that such 
skills are easily replicated elsewhere. Textiles 
are coming back to the Czech Republic, 
maybe not in fashion, but through the 
automobile industry.” In terms of location, on 
the other hand, the country remains cheaper 
than Germany, meaning that locations west 
of Prague will always be attractive for those 
trying to distribute to its larger neighbor, and 
to the rest of Western Europe.
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Metrostav’s office  
bet on Palmovka

Prague 8’s Libeň district is taking 
off, with Metrostav due to add 
25,000 sqm of new office space to 
the neighborhood

Nina Fibigerová

Metrostav has recently unveiled the 
design of Palmovka Open Park, a new 
three-building complex that underscores 
what a development hotspot the Prague 
8 district of Libeň has become. Made 
up of two new builds and a refurbished 
industrial structure (Palmovka Open Park 
O), the timing of the 25,000 sqm scheme 
is intended to take advantage of Prague’s 
seemingly insatiable appetite for office 
space. 

The project is a continuation of 
Metrostav’s Palmovka Park project, whose 
first two buildings were completed in 
2000 and 2013. Buildings 3 and 4 will 
offer 9,672 sqm and 11,922 sqm of new 
office space (plus 998 sqm of retail), while 
1,897 sqm of space will be added to the 
reconstructed industrial hall. The headline 
rents for the space are €13/sqm/month, 
with potential tenants being promised 
completion in mid-2018. The project 
aspires to secure BREEAM Excellent 
certification. 

“Libeň’s time has come,” says Jakub Fišer 
of the architectural studio Aulík Fišer 
Architekti, who compares the location 
to other neighborhoods just beyond 

the center of Prague, such as Karlín, 
Holešovice and Smíchov. “In Palmovka, 
a new modern part of the city is arising 
in the wider center of Prague, with good 
transport access.”  Along with the nearby 
Palmovka metro station, the location is 
accessible by numerous tram and bus 
lines. Strong public transport links as well 
as the location’s proximity to the center 
has driven numerous other projects as 
well, like Crestyl’s DOCKS project and 
J&T’s Rustonka scheme.

But it hasn’t all been smooth sailing in 
Libeň, or for Metrostav, whose project 
Palmovka Centrum collapsed when 
cooperation between it and the project’s 
investor (the Prague 8 municipality) broke 
down. The unfinished structure now sits 

empty atop the metro station, rather than 
serving as planned as the new Prague 
8 headquarters. Prague 8 Mayor Roman 
Petrus says the matter has gone to court 
in order to determine ownership rights 
of the site. “We are not sure whether the 
construction contract between Metrostav 
Alfa and Centrum Palmovka (Prague 
8’s SVP for the scheme) is valid,” he told 
Lidové noviny. Metrostav’s invoices 
cannot be paid from the public budget “if 
we do not know who owns the building.” 
Centrum Palmovka’s spokesman would 
not answer CIJ questions, though he 
hinted in 2016 that Prague 8’s new 
leadership didn’t want the building.  The 
City of Prague has stepped in, suggesting 
that the capital’s ambulance service make 
its new headquarters in the building. 

PORTLAND TRUST AND 
TRUIVA BUY OFFICES

Portland Trust and its long-
term JV partner, Ares Management, pur-
chased Office Park Nové Butovice in Prague 
13 for €65m. The asset, sold by CEE Property 
Development Portfolio (CPDP 2), offers 
36,000 sqm of space and includes one of 

Prague’s rare highrise office buildings. 
Portland plans to renovate the complex and 
will be charging €13/sqm in rent. Cush-
man & Wakefield will be leasing the space. 
Portland is also planning to rename the 
complex Coral Office Park and upgrade the 
property’s public spaces, including adding 
a garden and expanding the restaurant.  
Meanwhile, Skanska Property recently sold 

its office scheme Five in Prague 5-Smíchov 
to a German real estate fund managed 
by Triuva Kapitalverwaltungsgesellschaft 
mbH, an active investment manager 
based in Frankfurt. Triuva paid €50m for 
the 14,400 sqm, LEED Platinum-certified 
building which is fully leased. MSD IT 
Global Innovation Hub, part of Merck & Co 
Inc., occupies 80 percent of the building.  
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Penta targets 
brownfield resi sites

The developers is pursuing 
ambitious residential sites in  
a push to increase its pipeline 
while prices are rising

Nina Fibigerová

The developer Penta has rolled out 
new residential projects in Prague’s 
4th and 6th districts in recent weeks. 
This might come as a surprise to 
anyone who’s followed the company’s 
recent string of successful, large-scale 
office schemes. But Penta’s director of 
residential development David Musil 
says the company has always pursued its 
residential ambitions and its lack of new 
projects on the low supply of sites and 
on the tortuously slow planning process 
in Prague. 

Penta’s goal is to deliver between 200 
and 250 flats annually, but Musil admits 
the company hasn’t managed yet to 
create the sort of pipeline it needs to 
meet that target. “In 2017 we will only 
be able to deliver 140 to 150 units,” he 
says, adding that such projects have to 
meet stringent return requirements. 
“We need a higher IRR [than others] -- in 

the vicinity of 15 percent. If we cannot 
achieve this, we can build office instead 
or simply drop it.”

He says Penta’s re-development of a 
former brewery in Prague 4 - Nusle is 
a good example of the type of project 
Penta would like to focus on for the future. 
The developer took over the brownfield 
plot from Prosperity Holding and two 
other independent owners, eventually 
assembling a 3 ha site on which it can 
build between 350 to 400 flats. A 10,000 
sqm historical building connected to the 
former brewery is to be refurbished to 
provide a mix of flats, shops and offices. 
Project costs are expected to total CZK 
2bn, though Penta still has to secure EIA 
and planning permission. It hopes to break 
ground within three years, but has yet to 
reach agreement with conservationists 
and Prague 4 on a range of issues. Penta 
is also considering reopening Hostivítova 

Penta’s project in Prague 6 is being designed by Jakub Cigler

street, and is looking for a way to create 
four new access routes to the entire zone. 
Conservationists will have the final say on 
this.

In other news, Penta’s decision to go 
residential on the Line office project in 
Prague 6 (an office scheme begun by 
the owner of the PPF financial group 
Petr Kellner) was more unexpected. 
Penta got involved in the project 
through a 50-50 joint venture with the 
former PPF manager Karel Pražák to 
whom Kellner sold some of his more 
complicated projects. Before moving 
forward with the project, Penta had 
to close a legal suit between the 
project’s SPV and Prague 6. In the 
end, the municipality’s leadership was 
enthusiastic about the downsized 
project, which features a ground floor 
supermarket and an internal courtyard. 

Jakub Cígler, who has worked with Penta 
on other projects, won a tender for the 
architectural design with plans for a 
modern scheme that reacts to the huge 
army headquarters building on the other 
side of Vítězné square. Musil admits that 
an office project at the location could 
have produced higher profits, but that 
with its metro access and proximity to 
both the center and the airport, the 
site is equally suitable for high end 
residential. He believes Penta could 
break ground on the 100-unit scheme 
located at the corner of Vedrunská and 
Jugoslávská streets. The developer is 
currently leasing the site from Prague 
6, which has agreed to sell it once a 
planning permit for the project is issued.
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CEE HOTEL INVESTMENT 
VOLUME HITS €700M IN 
H1

The hotel transaction volume for the 
CEE region exceeded €700m in the first 
half of the year, according to the latest 
report from Cushman & Wakefield. The 
total was up 11 percent from the previ-
ous year. Western markets reported a 
mere 0.3-percent increase during the 
six-month period. Cushman & Wakefield 
predicts 2017 will outperform the strong 
results reported in 2016. Poland is so far 
the best performing CEE country this year 
both in terms of investment volume and 
the number of transactions, accounting 
for €350m in 16 deals, up from €4m last 
year. The Czech Republic came in second 
with €165.5m in six transactions, down 5 
percent y-o-y. The biggest transaction 
reported in the Czech Republic for the 
period was the acquisition of the Marriott 
Hotel in Prague for €90m in April. Hunga-
ry took third place, tripling its H1 2016 vol-
ume with €99.3m in deals.

INCREASED INTEREST 
RATES WON’T COOL 
PRAGUE’S HOT RESI 
MARKET

While mortgages are set to increase after 
the Czech National Bank (ČNB) boosted 
interest rates to 0.25 percent last week, 
Prague’s red hot residential boom is not 
expected to cool any time soon, writes 
the economic daily Hospodářské noviny, 
citing real estate consultancies and mort-
gage agents. The daily suggests that 
mortgage volumes could even rocket 
in the short-term as people anticipate 
further rate increases. Robert Hanzl, the 
general director of Next reality, told the 
paper that mortgage rates would have to 
jump a few percentage points in order to 
influence the market. Mortgage rates av-
eraged slightly above 2 percent in June, 
according to Hypoindex, up from 1.77 
percent at the end of 2016.

LORDSHIP/IMMOFINANZ 
SIGN DLA PIPER AT NA 
PŘÍKOPĚ 14

The DLA Piper law firm is relocating to Na 
Příkopě 14, a former ČSOB building that 
Lordship and Immofinanz refurbished 
into a mixed-use project along Prague’s 
main high street. DLA Piper joins Ham-
leys toy shop and the White & Case law 
firm in the building. Following this lease 
deal, just 5,000 sqm of the building’s to-
tal 17,000 sqm of space is still vacant. The 
LEED Gold-certified property also offers 
an underground parking garage for 150 
cars.

CENTRAL GROUP BUYS 
8,000 SQM SITE IN 
PRAGUE 3 FROM PSN

Central Group further strengthened its 
presence in the popular residential dis-
trict Prague 3-Žižkov through the acqui-
sition of two office buildings on a 8,000 
sqm site along Olšanská street. Pražská 
správa nemovitostí (PSN) sold the asset 
for an undisclosed price. The two existing 
office buildings with 15,000 sqm of class 
B space boost Central Group’s portfolio 
to 140,000 sqm of office, warehouse and 
production space in several locations 
around Prague.  The acquisition is in line 
with the developer’s strategy to expand 
its portfolio of office and warehouse 
properties, which it plans to operate and 

lease before redeveloping into residen-
tial. This is the developer’s second acqui-
sition along Olšanská street this year. In 
March, it bought the Cetin headquarters 
from PPF. The new site is across the street 
from Central Group’s Residence Garden 
Towers, next to Parukářka park.

RED HAT EXPANDS AT 
BRNO TECHNOLOGY 
PARK

A new facility was recently completed at 
Technology Park Brno for the Czech sub-
sidiary of Red Hat, Inc., a leading provider 
of open source solutions. Colliers Inter-
national acted as the leasing advisor and 
project manager for the $9m fit-out of 
the new 4,000 sqm facility. Red Hat was 
looking to create a work environment 
that would help attract and keep the 
best talent coming out of Brno’s technical 
universities. The butterfly-shaped build-
ing designed and constructed by K4 Ar-
chitects & Engineers is Red Hat’s second 
building at Brno Technology Park. The 
high-tech space, which will accommodate 
350 Red Hat employees, features a private 
gym, wellness center and library as well 
as break and games areas. In 2016, the 
US multinational software company was 
named one of the 12 best employers in 
the Czech Republic by the global HR con-
sulting and outsourcing firm Aon Hewitt 
for the fourth time.
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DIAMONA & HAR-
NISCH STARTS SE-
LLING NEW RESI 
PROJECT

Diamona & Harnisch has started selling 
the units in its new residential project 
Oskar & Helene, which is set to break 
ground in Berlin-Zehlendorf this fall. The 
scheme will go up on a 9,529 sqm site, 
offering 50 condominiums in two build-
ings. A total of 6,355 sqm of living space 
will be developed. Completion is set for 
the end of 2019. The units will offer 80 
sqm to 243 sqm of space spread over 
two to five-room apartments. The prices 
will range from €505,000 to €.1.7m.

GERALD EVE GAINS 
NEW PARTNERS IN 
GERMANY, NORWAY

Gerald Eve, the UK-based property con-
sultant, has strengthened its alliance of 
independent real estate advisors with 
the addition of new partners in Germa-
ny and Norway. New partners include 
Frankfurt-based Dr Lübke & Kelber 
GmbH, which also has offices in Berlin, 
Dresden, Düsseldorf, Munich and Stutt-
gart. The company specializes in both 
residential and commercial investment. 
Tiger Eieindomskompetense was also 
named partner. The Norwegian compa-
ny specializes in leasing and investment 
as well as corporate real estate advice 
across all commercial property sectors.

CLS HOLDINGS ACQUI-
RES GOTIC HAUS IN 
DORTMUND

CLS Holdings has acquired Gotic Haus 
in Dortmund. The company purchased 
the multi-let office property for €35.6m. 
The seller is a US investment manager, 
whose name was not disclosed. Gotic 
Haus, located at Westfalendamm 100 in 
the city’s Buro Corridor, features a total 
of 22,296 sqm of office space with an oc-
cupancy rate of 94.6 percent. The prop-
erty has a diversified 15 tenant mix.

ARBIREO PURCHASES 
THREE NETTO MAR-
KEN-DISCOUNT 
STORES

Arbireo Capital has purchased three 
Netto Marken-Discount stores for its 
Arbireo Spezial-AIF Lebensmittel-Einzel-
handel fond. The properties, which are 
located in Braunsbedra, Nittenau and 
Swisttal, offer approximately 6,000 sqm 
of space. The total investment volume 
is €11.7m. The seller is Ratisbona Han-
delsimmobilien Gruppe. The company’s 
portfolio currently includes 19 food re-
tail properties.

CLS HOLDINGS ACQUI-
RES GOTIC HAUS IN 
DORTMUND

CLS Holdings has acquired Gotic Haus 
in Dortmund. The company purchased 
the multi-let office property for €35.6m. 
The seller is a US investment manager, 
whose name was not disclosed. Gotic 
Haus, located at Westfalendamm 100 in 
the city’s Buro Corridor, features a total 
of 22,296 sqm of office space with an oc-
cupancy rate of 94.6 percent. The prop-
erty has a diversified 15 tenant mix.

ARBIREO PURCHASES 
THREE NETTO MAR-
KEN-DISCOUNT 
STORES

Arbireo Capital has purchased three 
Netto Marken-Discount stores for its 
Arbireo Spezial-AIF Lebensmittel-Einzel-
handel fond. The properties, which are 
located in Braunsbedra, Nittenau and 
Swisttal, offer approximately 6,000 sqm 
of space. The total investment volume 
is €11.7m. The seller is Ratisbona Han-
delsimmobilien Gruppe. The company’s 
portfolio currently includes 19 food re-
tail properties.

AIRBUS LEASES 2,055 
SQM OF OFFICE IN 
OTTORBUNN

M7 Real Estate has leased 2,055 sqm of 
office space in Ottorbunn.

Airbus signed a lease on 2,055 sqm of 
space at an office building owned by 
M7 Real Estate in Ottorbunn, near Mu-
nich. Located at Lise-Meitner-Strasse 
10.1/10.2, the property offers a total of 
7,250 sqm of leasable space. M7 recently 
purchased the property for its M7 Euro-
pean Real Estate Investment Partners IV 
fund. Bilfinger HSG FM AS is the main 
tenant. The EREIP IV portfolio current-
ly includes 77 assets worth more than 
€320m, located in Germany, Finland, Ire-
land and the Netherlands.

TRISTAN FUND ACQUI-
RES SHOPPING CEN-
TER IN SALZGITTER

Curzon Capital Partners, the Core+ in-
vestment fund advised by Tristan Cap-
ital Partners, has acquired City Carrée 
Salzgitter. The shopping center was pur-
chased for €29m from a fund managed 
by Aviva Investor. Opened in 2008, City 
Carrée Salzgitter offers 17,000 sqm of 
retail space and 600 parking spots. Kau-
fland and Media Markt are the anchor 
tenants. Kintyre will manage the prop-
erty.

GERCH, SSN BUILDING 
MIXED-USE SCHEME IN 
MANNHEIM 

GerchGroup and SSN Group are set to 
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build a mixed-use scheme in Mannheim. 
The companies will invest €70m into the 
office and hotel property development. 
The project, No.1, will include a 15-story 
tower and a six-story building with a total 
floor area of   around 22,000 sqm. The 
property will offer 13,000 sqm of office 
space as well as a Holiday Inn with 150 
guest rooms. Completion is scheduled 
for mid-2019. The scheme was designed 
by Schmucker und Partner.

REVCAP ACQUIRES 
CITY CARRÉ IN MAGDE-
BURG

Revcap has acquired City Carré Magde-
burg from WealthCap HFS Immobilien-
fonds Deutschland 12. The price of the 
deal was not disclosed. Located at Er-
nst-Reuter-Allee, City Carré Magdeburg 
offers 91,000 sqm of office space, 30,000 
sqm of retail space as well as 8,000 sqm 
of cinema space, which is leased to Cine-
maxX-Kino. The acquisition was financed 
by the Landesbank Baden-Württemberg. 
The property is currently 95 percent 
leased.

GERMAN INDUSTRIAL 
OUTPUT MAKES 
SURPRISE FALL

Confounding economists specializing in 
Europe’s biggest economy, Germany’s in-
dustrial output fell 1.1 percent in June, a 
result that was tempered by the fact that 
overall output for the second quarter of 
2017 rose. Still, it was a significant turna-
round for the country. As output had im-
proved 1.1 percent the month before, in 
May, according to a report by the Ministry 
of Economy. The result is all the stranger, 
given rising business and consumer con-
fidence, while unemployment has been 
falling and orders in the engineering 
sector has been on an upswing. Siemens 
won a $1bn tender for a new wind power 
project in Turkey in a decision that went 
against the souring mood between Bonn 
and Ankara. Relations between the two 
companies have deteriorated since the 
coup attempt last year in Turkey, a situa-
tion not helped by anti-activist moves by 

the government, which recently arrested 
a group of 10 protesters that included 
one German. Siemens won the contract 
over bids from China, Denmark and an-
other German group.

DREAM GLOBAL REIT 
ACQUIRES BOLLWERK 
IN STUTTGART

Dream Global REIT has acquired Bollwerk, 
a multi-tenant office property located in 
Stuttgart. The purchase price was €92m. 
The acquisition was expected to close in 
early July. Bollwerk is fully occupied and 
offers 28,44691 sqm of gross leasable 
area. The office property includes four 
multi-story wings, parking, an onsite res-
taurant and other amenities. The main 
tenants are five separate and distinct 
subsidiaries of LBBW.

CONSTRUCTION OF 
LINDBERGH PARKSIDE 
OFFICE IN FRANKFURT 
BEGINS

Construction is underway on Lindbergh 
Parkside Office. The scheme, located 
within the new Gateway Gardens district 
at Frankfurt airport, will serve as the new 
headquarters of the tax consulting firm 
Schiff-Martini & Cie. A joint project of 
OFB Projektentwicklung and Groß & Part-
ner Grundstücksgesellschaft, Lindbergh 
Parkside Office is going up at Amelia-
Mary-Earhart-Strasse 8. The property will 
offer 5,200 sqm of space, with Schiff-Mar-
tini & Cie occupying 2,900 sqm.

ISARIA WOHNBAU 
BUILDING SERVICED 
APARTMENTS IN 
HAMBURG

Isaria Wohnbau is developing serviced 
apartments in Hamburg’s City Nord office 
district. The 12-story residential project, 
called called my4walls, is going up on a 
5,200 sqm plot and will offer 8,900 sqm of 
space. The units will range from 25 sqm to 
32 sqm. Each apartment will include open 
kitchens, floor-to-ceiling showers, retro 
design furniture and a lighting control sys-
tem. Completion is scheduled for the first 
quarter of next year. Bierwirth & Kluth Ho-

telmanagement will be the property man-
ager.

FCR IMMOBILIEN 
ACQUIRES RETAIL 
PROPERTY IN BAD 
KISSINGEN

FCR Immobilien has acquired a retail prop-
erty in Bad Kissingen, a spa town in the 
Bavarian region. The property is currently 
leased to Netto, one of the largest food 
discount chains in Germany. The purchase 
price was not disclosed. The property was 
built in 2005 and offers 1,000 sqm of space 
with 87 parking spots. This is FCR Immo-
bilien’s sixth property acquisition in the 
Bavarian region this year.

 
FAMILY-OFFICE 
KRÖGER-RÜCK BUYS 
BRENNTAG HQ IN 
ESSEN

Family-Office Kröger-Rück has pur-
chased the Brenntag headquarters in 
Essen. The seller of the property, which 
is currently under development, is a sub-
sidiary of Hochtief Projektentwicklung. 
The purchase price was not disclosed. 
The building, House of Elements, will 
offer 20,000 sqm of office space and 
258 underground parking spots. The 
project’s developer is Teamrheinruhr 
Projektentwicklung, while Hochtief is 
the general contractor. Completion is 
scheduled for September. The property 
has been issued a LEED Gold certificate.

EUROPA CAPITAL 
ACQUIRES OFFICE 
BUILDING IN MUNICH
Europa Capital has acquired 

an office building in Unterfohring, a suburb 
of Munich. The seller is Ekistics Property In-
vestors 1 LP. The property, located at Ferin-
gastrasse 10-12, was acquired on behalf of 
Mitsubishi Estate London, an affiliate of Eu-
ropa’s principal shareholder, Mitsubishi Es-
tate. The purchase price was not disclosed. 
The property, which was constructed in 
2003, offers 22,000 sqm of office space. 
The acquisition marks the launch of Europa 
Capital’s new core-plus initiative onto the 
European office market, with an initial fo-
cus on principal German cities.
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Greek luxury resi 
wakes up, big time

First quarter investment in Greek 
residential properties raced 
ahead 61% compared to the same 
period 2016. What’s happening?

Nikos Roussanoglou

Luxury holiday homes in Greece 
are turning into one of 2017’s hot 
commodities, as more foreign investors 
race to lock in the “low” prices still on 
offer. There’s a growing feeling that as 
economic stability settles in and political 
certainty rises, the price tags of Greece’s 
most attractive residential assets will begin 
to climb back up the cliff they jumped off 
of in 2010 in the depths of the economic 
crisis. 

Yannis Ploumis, head of the high-end 
specialist agency Ploumis-Sotiropoulos, 
says that 2017 has been the best year 
for the luxury housing segment since 
the start of the crisis. “Prices retreated by 
30 percent on average, rendering Greek 
holidays villas very competitive compared 
to other neighboring market of the South 
of Europe,” he says. Until now, however, 
cut-rate prices hadn’t inspired investors 
to move in, en masse. Now, he claims, 

foreign buyers are scouring the country for 
properties worth more than €1m. But it’s 
not just their numbers – it’s the timing. The 
winter months are traditionally slow ones 
for real estate agents, but Ploumis said the 
high level of demand began right at the 
beginning of the year. 

This anecdotal evidence is backed up by 
official figures. According to data from 
the Bank of Greece, first quarter inflows 
of foreign funds targeting the Greek real 
estate market rose a stunning 61.7 percent 
compared Q1 2016. If that pace were to 
be maintained, more than €430m would 
come crashing into the Greek real estate 
market in 2017, mostly for second home 
acquisitions. The Bank of Greece reports 
that during 2016, foreign inflows reached 
a total of €270m (already a 45 percent 
increase from 2015, when the figure 
reached €186m.

Iason Tsakonas, a luxury villa developer in 
the small Aegean Sea island of Antiparos, 
says that since the start of the year, he has 
sold five homes worth more than €1.5m. 
“We’ve had a strong start to the year, with 
buyers coming from various places, like 
Switzerland, the US, France and Sweden. 
It’s also worth noting that 80-90 percent 
of current buyers of luxury houses have 
already visited the island in the past as 
renters,” said Tsakonas, who is also active in 
the Athenian housing market. 

Demand for summer luxury homes is also 
up strongly in the islands of Mykonos, 
Corfu and Spetses, as well as the area of 
Porto Heli, located two hours away from 
Athens. Ploumis says that buyers are 
focusing on locations that offer quality of 
life, beautiful seas and easy access. Specific 
islands are being targeted by specific 
groups of buyers. In Mykonos, there’s more 
activity from buyers coming from Turkey, 
the UAE, Lebanon along with the UK and 
France. Greek expats, meanwhile, are 
chasing properties in Spetses and Porto 
Heli because of their reputation for being 
family friendly. Corfu is seeing interest 
primarily from Italians and the British, but 
there’s also considerable Russian-based 
demand. Austrian and Swiss buyers are 
chasing Greek luxury product as well, but 
they are scattered across many areas. 

While most buyers have stayed within the 
usual €1m to €2m range, 2017 has seen 
a return of buyers looking for properties 
worth as much as €4m. Ploumis sees this 
as a clear indication of growing foreign 
buyer confidence about the future 
prospects of the Greek economy. 

Typically, foreign buyers begin in Greece as renters.
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Deal with debtors 
boosts Greek 
property

Transactions of all sizes have 
been on hold, pending the 
conclusion of an agreement with 
the country’s debtors. 

Nikos Roussanoglou

Companies active in the Greek real 
estate market are hoping to reap the 
benefits of a new bailout agreement 
which the country secured in mid-
June. Greece’s creditors recently gave 
the green light to release a further 
tranche of funds to Athens, and the 
International Monetary Fund says 
it stood ready to offer a standby 
arrangement. This step removes a 
considerable portion of uncertainty 
over the fate of the Greek bailout 
program. Eurozone finance ministers 
also said they would disburse €8.5bn 
to cover the country’s current financing 
needs, clearing arrears, and possibly 
allowing the country to build up a 
cash buffer that would facilitate future 
market access.

This development is being seen 
as a positive signal, especially by 
foreign-based institutional and 
private investors. In fact, deals 
began materializing within days of 
the agreement. Mina Bougonikolou, 
managing director of realty office 
Intercasa Real Estate, says that a family 
from Dubai agreed to acquire a summer 
villa worth about €800,000 in Mykonos. 

“The decision to move forward with the 
purchase was given in the aftermath of 
the Eurogroup decision on Greece. We 
had been working on this deal since 
the start of the year, but they had been 
hesitating until they were certain on 
the country’s eurozone prospects,” she 
explains.

George Chrysikos, CEO of Grivalia 
Properties REIC, one of the largest 
real estate investors in Greece, strikes 
a similar note. “Whatever factor or 
development contributes to the 
reduction of investment risk in Greece 

is a positive one for us,” he says (Grivalia 
is majority-owned by Prem Watsa’s 
Canadian-based Fairfax Financial. 
Already, investors are looking for 
clues regarding further reductions 
to Greece’s country risk, in hopes of 
moving forward with deals that have 
been placed on the back burner. To that 
extent, the potential bond issuance 
that the Greek government is planning 
for the end of 2017 (or the start of 
2018) will be a test for the markets. If 
successful, it would likely trigger new 
foreign investment and renew interest 
in the local real estate market.

GREEN LIGHT FOR 
HELLENIKON REDEVEL-
OPMENT 

Greece’s government has announced it 
intends to close a deal that would unlock 
the redevelopment of the former Hel-
lenikon airport that used to service the 

capital of Athens. It’s estimated that the 
project would require €8bn worth of in-
vestment and that it would result in extra 
tax revenues of €14bn by the time of its 
completion. The vision of the consortium 
of investors is to create an enormous re-
sort area along the sea on a plot of land 
that covers 2 million square meters. The 

investors area a group of Abu Dhabi and 
Chinese groups together with a conglom-
erate called Fosun, and led by the Greek 
developer Lamda. It will cost the groups 
over €915m to lease the land, while con-
struction could begin by the end of the 
year, according to reports.
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Stock Exchange 
scheme set to start

Tippen Corporation is targeting 
Bank Center tenants and 
promising to open up its grand 
common areas to the public

Robert McLean

Timing is usually a factor in the success of 
a real estate development project. In the 
case of the Budapest Stock Exchange Palace, 
Michael Tippin says it’s played a central 
role. Tippin Corporation, the Toronto based 
personal holding company of founders 
Michael and Anne Tippin, purchased 
Exchange Palace 11 years ago. “We bought it 
from the state at an auction in January 2006.  
We had never been to Budapest, nor did we 
know anybody...it was visually love at first 
sight.” However, the events which followed 
would test this passion. “In September 2006 
we awoke to CNN broadcasting live footage 
of our newly acquired edifice apparently 
on fire, with riots in Liberty Square and 
military vehicles.  To say we were shocked is 
an understatement,” says Tippin. The global 
economic meltdown began two years later.

Confident in the quality of the asset, Tippin 
was prepared to wait out the political and 
economic storm in Hungary and abroad. 
His co-investors, however, were not so 
patient.  “By 2011 my co-investors had lost 
faith in Hungary, and asked me to buy back 
their shares. I could have said no, but when 
Harvard and Yale ask you for a favor, you do 
your best to accommodate.” Shortly after 
that, however, his project finance suddenly 
evaporated when the bank MKB went into 
receivership and was ultimately nationalized. 
Tippin spent over a year negotiating with the 
Munich based owner LBB and thanks in part 
to Hungary’s prolonged recession, repaid 
their loan at a substantial discount to face 
value. 

Without any debt or partners, Tippin 
could finally set his own agenda for the 
redevelopment of the Palace. He and his 

team have spent the past several years 
thinking through the project more carefully 
and undertaking a deep investigation of 
the architectural fabric of the building, 
following a 60 year occupation by Hungarian 
Television (MTV).  “The luxury of time has 
enhanced a lot of elements of our plan, 
all to the good,” says Tippin, who’s already 
spent around €40m on the project.  While 
many developers across CEE complain 
about the influence heritage officials have 
on their projects, Tippin claims the process 
has been relatively smooth thoughout. 
“The plan we have now is going to be even 
better than the one we had before, which 
was permitted in 2010,” Tippin says. Tippin 
Corporation submitted updated planning 
documentation in June and hopes to receive 
approval before the end of the year.  

The building will be organized into four 
wings (Liberty, Zoltan, Nador, Szechenyi), 
each with their own entrance, allowing 
companies to take an entire wing (approx. 
6,000 sqm), or an entire floor (approx. 1,000 
sqm. The interior of the building is to be 
fitted out with all the modern technology 
that one would expect from a state of the 
art office building. The grand entrance lobby 
and aula are to be open to the public during 
business hours, free of charge.  As for what 
the rents will be, Tippin (who has appointed 
JLL to handle the leasing) says they will be 
whatever Bank Center, a building across the 
square, is charging (currently €25). “Exchange 
Palace will be 20 years more modern than 
Bank Center on the inside, and 120 years 
older on the outside, so this should appeal 
to many people who care about their work 
environment and corporate image.“

The Budapest Stock Exchange building will be completely renovated inside and out
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WIZZ AIR TO EXPAND 
BUDAPEST ROUTE 
OFFER, FLEET IN 2018

Hungarian low-cost carrier, Wizz Air is 
adding two new planes as well as two 
new routes to its Budapest hub next year. 
The airline will also increase frequency 
on 13 other routes. The first new Airbus 
A321 is scheduled to join Wizz Air’s Bu-
dapest fleet in March, while the second 
aircraft is expected to arrive in May. The 
new aircraft represent a total investment 
of $232m and will create 84 local jobs, in-
creasing the Hungarian fleet to 14 planes. 
The airline currently offers a total of 71 
routes from Hungary, connecting Buda-
pest and Debrecen with 30 countries.

EGLO OPENS HUF 4BN 
PRODUCTION HALL IN 
PÁSZTÓ

Eglo Magyarország, the electric light 
source manufacturer, opened a 14,000 
sqm production hall and a 5,600 sqm au-
tomated warehouse in Pásztó, northern 
Hungary. The cost of the deal was HUF 
4bn, of which HUF 650m was subsidized 
by a government grant. Eglo Magya-
rország employs 800 people and is one of 
the leading employers in Nógrád County. 
The company posted revenues of more 
than HUF 30bn in 2016.

COLLIERS SELLS SCAN-
FIL BUILDING IN BIATOR-
BÁGY

Colliers International Hungary sold the 
Scanfil building in Rozália Park to the Reál 
food store chain. The price of the deal was 
not disclosed. The building offers 14,500 
sqm of total space and was used by Scan-
fil for the production of mechanics and 
integrated products. Currently, the prop-
erty will be used by Reál as a distribution 
center for the greater Budapest area. 
“After the sale of the Bricostore in Török-
bálint and the Ruukki building in Biator-

bágy, this is the third transaction with-
in a relative short period of time in the 
greater Budaörs-Törökbálint-Biatorbágy 
area where we were involved in, showing 
there is a healthy interest for good quality 
existing buildings by new occupiers who 
are growing and who prefer to be close to 
Budapest,” said Tamás Beck, head of the 
industrial agency at Colliers International.

CONSTRUCTION OF 
WARSAW HUB GAINS 
MOMENTUM

Advanced work on the underground part 
of Ghelamco Poland’s biggest project, 
the Warsaw HUB, is now underway. The 
investment is located at Rondo Daszyńsk-
iego in the city’s Wola district at the junc-
tion of Towarowa and Prosta streets. The 
complex will include three skyscrapers: a 
85-meter hotel and two 130-meter office 
towers. All the buildings will be joined by 
a five-story foundation, which will cre-
ate a big-city frontage along Towarowa 
street. The investment is scheduled to be 
completed in Q1 2020.

APPENINN ACQUIRES 
OFFICE BUILDING IN 
BUDAPEST

Appeninn has acquired the office building 
on Frangepán street in Budapest for HUF 
500m. The property is located on a 2,000 
sqm plot and offers 3,403 sqm of space, 
which is currently 90 percent leased. The 
transaction increased the total area of 

properties owned by the company by 6 
percent to 64,000 sqm. Appeninn, which 
is listed on the Budapest Stock Exchange, 
is planning additional investments on the 
Hungarian market.

REDWOOD STARTS 
WORK ON ECODOME 
OFFICES IN BUDAPEST

Hungarian developer Redwood Real 
Estate Holding broke ground on the 
Ecodome office building in central Buda. 
The property will offer 5,000 sqm of class 
A+ office space as well as an in-house res-
taurant, rooftop terrace, bicycle parking 
with lockers and charging points for elec-
tric vehicles. The investment is already 
LEED Platinum pre-certified. Cushman & 
Wakefield is the property’s exclusive leas-
ing agent. Completion is scheduled for 
the middle of 2018.

HELL ENERGY LAUNCH-
ES PRODUCTION IN 
SZIKSZO

Quality Pack, Hell Energy’s soft drink unit, 
opened a canning plant in Szikszó, north-
eastern Hungary. The new facility offers 
42,000 sqm and produce 1.2 billion cans 
a year. The cost of the investment was 
HUF 30bn. The project was financed by 
Eximbank, UniCredit Bank and Raiffeisen 
Bank. Hell Energy reported an after-tax 
profit of HUF 1.3bn on revenues of HUF 
27.9bn last year.
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EPP seeks  
retail-only portfolio

The publicly traded property 
company will be shedding its 
office assets as it bets everything 
on Poland’s retail sector

Robert McLean

Echo Polska Properties has concluded 
a transaction on three retail assets in 
June at a cost of €141.6m through a 
deal concluded with real estate funds 
managed by Blackstone. The three malls 
are Twierdza in Kłodzko, Twierdza in 
Zamość and Wzorcownia in Włocławek. 
Wzorcownia and Twierdza Kłodzko 
opened in 2009, while Twierdza Zamość 

has been trading since 2011. Blackstone 
has managed the malls through Multi 
Poland since 2014 and left them fully-
leased at the time of the transaction 
to tenants such as LLP Group, H&M, 
Rossmann, Carrefour, Cinema 3D, CCC, 
Empik and Smyk.

EPP’s CEO Hadley Dean says the 
transaction is part of a transition by the 
company into a pure Polish retail play 
for investors. This will require selling 
off roughly a good deal of office space, 
which makes up 30 percent of the value 
of its assets under management. Dean 
explains that EPP’s strategy is different 
from that of a company like Unibail - 
Rodamco, which aims to buy four to five 

of the best centers it 
can in any given market. 
“The other strategy is 
to go vertical, so by 
2025 we want to own 
50 percent of all class A 
shopping centers of over 
30,000 sqm in Poland.” 
EPP currently has 
€1.7bn in assets under 
management, a figure 
it intends to extend to 
€3bn by 2020. 

Dean says now is a 
perfect time to be 
investing in Polish retail, 
since investors can 
see that the country 
has pulled itself above 
the label of Central 
and Eastern Europe. 
“It’s become a young 
Germany,” he says, 

predicting that it will take up to 30 years 
to catch its western neighbor in terms of 
wages. 

What’s important, he claims, is that 
Poland’s middle class has reached a 

Hadley Dean

level of prosperity that is now tipping 
an increasing amount of its income into 
consumption. 

But he also claims a focus on retail will 
become increasingly important not 
just because investors are looking for 
exposure to it, but because retailers 
want to work with sophisticated owners. 
“Really what retailers are wanting as they 
go through this period of change is a 
landlord that understands their business.” 
Dean rejects the widely held idea that 
on-line retail and the rise of companies 
like Amazon spell the end of brick and 
mortar retail. 

“Internet shopping is super sexy now but 
what the retailers understand is that in 
2-3 years it will be the other way around. 
The in-store experience is going to be 
where the retailers want to control the 
brand experience.” Apple, in other words, 
is paving the road to the future of retail 
with its heavy control in large stores 
of the way consumers experience the 
brand. “We’re seeing retailers take double 
the amount of space, take 3 times the 
amount of staff but 50 percent less stock.”

EPP’s belief is that by building a 
reputation for intelligent shopping center 
management, it can increase the value 
of its growing portfolio by attracting the 
best brands. “We want to be the retailers’ 
landlord of choice,” says Dean. “We are 
going to be helping them get through 
this period not by reducing rent but by 
coming up with innovative ideas and 
listening to them.”
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Zeitgeist breaks into 
Polish market

June was a big month for 
Zeitgeist as it completed a 
Warsaw deal and landed two 
new assets in Prague

Robert McLean

Zeitgeist Asset Management has made 
its opening move in Poland with the 
acquisition of two buildings in central 
Warsaw. The buildings, offering 8,900 
sqm of leasable space, are located 
near the Krasinski Palace in the city’s 
Muranow district, close to Old Town. 
The properties are more than 90 percent 
leased to the University of Warsaw’s 
technology institute and other tenants.  
The deal was made on behalf of a 
German pension fund, administered 

by Institutional Investment Partners. 
“With this transaction, we have officially 
entered another real estate market,” says 
Peter Noack, co-owner of Zeitgeist Asset 
Management. “At present, our rapidly 
growing portfolio comprises 17 prime 
properties in three European countries. 
And further acquisitions are in the 
pipeline.”

Noack says the investment fits the 
company’s model because he likes 

projects “where we can achieve some 
income from day one. In that way, we 
value our new project in Warsaw as 
very safe. On the other hand, it gives 
us the potential for development and 
an increase in value.” Noack says the 
company is targeting €1bn in residential 
investments over the next three years. 
The company currently manages a 
portfolio worth €213m, leases 207,199 
sqm of space and has 405,500 sqm 
of development land. In June, it was 
revealed that a German pension fund 
had acquired a 15-percent share in the 
company. 

The company has been making progress 
on its goal of creating a portfolio of rental 
flats in the region in June. In Prague, the 
company revealed that it had acquired a 
fully leased, six-story apartment building 
in the city’s historic center next to the 
12-century St. Peter’s church. Noack says 
residential properties are an excellent 
choice for many investors. “Given the lack 
of rental apartments and the growing 
cities, the prices went up in the last years 
dramatically in Germany,” says Noack. “In 
the Czech Republic, we can also see an 
increase now; a study by Deloitte shows 
even an increase by 100 percent of the 
rents over the last five years.” In June, 
Zeitgeist also completed the acquisition 
of Palác Dunaj on Národní třída in Prague 
1 from Eurovia CS. The price of the deal 
was not disclosed. It offers a total leasable 
area of 8,965 sqm. Tenants include the 
Czech Bar Association and the Fischer 
travel agency. 

The investor is continuing to expand across Europe

TRIGRANIT TO BREAK 
GROUND ON BUILDING 
H AT B4B COMPLEX
TriGranit is planning to 

break ground this summer on Building 
H at the Bonarka for Business (B4B) office 
complex in Kraków’s Podgórze district. 
The eight-story office building will offer 
10,000 sqm of gross leasable area as well 
as 221 parking spaces. The building has 
already secured a BREEAM Very Good 

certificate for this stage of development. 
The property will be awarded final certi-
fication upon completion of construction 
and interior design work for individu-
al tenants. TriGranit is also planning to 
develop the area around the existing 
rainwater tank at the B4B complex. Con-
struction is set to start in July and finish 
in October. The rainwater tank and the 
area around it will host various types of 
events.
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WARSAW OFFICE SUPPLY 
SURPASSES 5.1 MILLION 
SQM 

Warsaw’s total modern office stock grew 
to 5.12 million sqm at the end of Q1, ac-
cording to Savills. The report goes on 
to predict that 236,000 sqm more office 
space will be delivered to the Warsaw 
market, most of which will be located in 
the Mokotów district. The vacancy rate in 
the Central Business District of Warsaw is 
14.8 percent, which is the highest among 
all central business areas of all capitals 
in the most important office markets in 
Europe. The lowest level of vacant office 
space was recorded in the North zone, 
while the Żwirki and Wigury corridor 
had the toughest time leasing space in 
the city. Rents for office space in Warsaw 
range from €13.5 per sqm per month in 
Służewiec to €23 in the Central Business 
District, according to Savills. Colliers also 
reports that nearly 793,000 sqm of space 
came on-line during the first six months 
of the year, pushing Poland’s total stock 
to more than 12 million sqm. The largest 
industrial investments completed be-
tween January and June included: BTS 
projects for Kaufland (45,600 sqm) and 
Carrefour (38,000 sqm) in Bydgoszcz as 
well as Prologis Park Piotrków II (42,100 
sqm). Demand also grew, with 250 lease 
agreements, totaling nearly 1.9 million 
sqm, signed during the period, up 36 per-
cent from the previous year. Most of the 
space was leased within Central Poland 
(440,000 sqm) and Silesia (394,000 sqm). 
The vacancy rate stood at 5.9 percent at 
the end of June, according to Colliers.

SKANSKA STARTS WORK 
ON NOWY TARG OFFICES 
IN WROCŁAW

Skanska broke ground on its Nowy Targ 
office project in the center of Wrocław. 
The investment will provide nearly 22,000 
sqm of flexible office space.

GOODMAN EXPANDS 
POMERANIAN LOGIS-
TICS CENTRE

Goodman Group has completed its sec-
ond warehouse at Pomeranian Logistics 
Centre in Gdańsk. The facility, located 
next to the city’s Deepwater Container 
Terminal, offers a total area of 36,700 sqm 
and has been 95 percent pre-leased by six 
third-party logistics companies. Pomera-
nian Logistics Centre is Goodman’s flag-
ship project in Poland. When completed, 
it will be the largest logistics center in 
the country, offering up to 500,000 sqm 
of warehouse and manufacturing space 
with integrated offices.

HOCHTIEF POLSKA TO 
EXPAND SOPEM MANU-
FACTURING PLANT 

Hochtief Polska has been hired to expand 
Sopem’s industrial plant in the Niepołom-
ice Economic Industrial Zone. The cost 
of the deal was not disclosed. A new sin-
gle-story, high-bay warehouse, offering 
6,924 sqm of space, will be added to the 
plant that assembles electric motors. The 
expansion will also include construction of 
a two-story building that will feature offic-
es, trainings rooms and laboratories. Com-
pletion is scheduled for the fourth quarter 
of 2018. Sopem is a fully owned subsidiary 
of the Somfy Group, which develops open-
ing and closing automation solutions for 
both residential and commercial buildings.

ECHO POLSKA PROPER-
TIES BUYS THREE RETAIL 
ASSETS

Echo Polska Properties acquired the Twi-
erdza shopping centers in Kłodzko and 
Zamość as well as the Wzorcownia shop-
ping center in Włocławek from real estate 
funds managed by Blackstone. The cost 
of the deal was €141.60m. The centers 
are fully leased to tenants like LLP Group, 
H&M, Rossmann, Carrefour, Cinema 3D, 

CCC, Empik and Smyk. Since 2014, Multi 
Poland has managed these properties.

RIVIERA PARK HOUSING 
ESTATE GOING UP IN 
WARSAW’S BIAŁOŁĘKA 
DISTRICT

A topping-out ceremony was held at the 
construction site of the first stage of the 
Riviera Park housing estate, going up at 
Krzyżówki and Płochocińska streets in 
Warsaw’s Białołęka district. The invest-
ment will include five, 5-story buildings. 
The apartments will range from one to 
four rooms between 31 sqm and 89 sqm. 
Each will have a parking space in the ga-
rage hall. The investor of the project is 
Marvipol Development, while the general 
contractor is Hochtief Polska. Completion 
of the project is planned for the first quar-
ter of 2018.

FOUNDATION STONE 
LAID FOR A NEW CITY 
QUARTER IN WARSAW

Echo Investment laid the foundation stone at 
its new mixed-use project in Warsaw’s Wola 
district. Going up between Grzybowska, 
Wronia, Chłodna and Krochmalna streets, 
the Browary Warszawskie quarter will in-
clude modern office and residential build-
ings as well as restored historic buildings. 
Echo already secured a building permit for 
an 11-story office building located at Grzy-
bowska and Wronia streets. The building 
will include 13,000 sqm of offices and 1,100 
sqm of retail and service space. Construction 
is scheduled to start in July. The building will 
be called Offices at the Gate, a reference to 
the nearby Brewery Gate public square.
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FASHION OUTLET 
KRAKÓW 50% LEASED

Fashion Outlet Kraków, un-
derway in the city’s Dąbie district, is current-
ly 50 percent leased. The project is replac-
ing the existing Galeria Plaza and will offer 
nearly 100 stores as well as coffee shops, 
restaurants, a bowling alley and a Cinema 
City IMAX movie theater. The investment 
is scheduled to be completed in 2018. The 
investor is Peakside Capital, while the devel-
oper and property manager is Peakside ROS 
Outlet Management (PRÔM). 

“Polish clients are increasingly interested in 
international brands that are making their 
way to the country via outlet centers. We are 
proud that we have become a leader in this 
segment of the retail market. Our portfolio 
continues to have tremendous potential 
for further growth. Therefore we want to 
continue working closely with brands and 
business partners, strengthening PRÔM’s 
position as the leading.

SKANSKA STARTS WORK 
ON NOWY RYNEK 
OFFICES IN POZNAŃ

Skanska broke ground on 25,000 sqm of 
office space in Poznań. The scheme, Nowy 
Rynek, is the first phase of the developer’s 
new city quarter, which will also include 
a number of multi-functional buildings 
spread over 3.8 ha at the Matyi and Wier-
zbięcice street junction. Nowy Rynek is 
being developed to meet the highest sus-

tainability standards. Skanska is planning 
to apply for an “Object Without Barriers” 
certificate for the first phrase. The cost 
of the investment was not disclosed. “As 
a construction and development com-
pany, we have been a part of the Poznań 
and Wielkopolska region for many years. 
Nowy Rynek will be our third project de-
veloped on this market and one of our 
most interesting projects in Poland,” said 
Łukasz Kaleciński, regional director of 
Skanska’s office division.
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Fashion boosts 
rapid 3PL growth

Strong consumer confidence 
is leading to unprecedented 
growth of demand for logistics 
space

Amelia Turp

Romania’s logistics sector is expanding 
hand in hand with growing consumption 
and purchasing power of local 
consumers. Their appetite for new 
clothes has given fashion retailers an 
important role to play in the game, 
with international brands such as H&M, 
C&A and Zara leading the way. Not only 
do they all need warehouse space to 
prepare clothes for distribution on the 
local market, they also require space for 
goods produced in Romania that are then 
shipped to European markets. 

In Bucharest, the total stock of industrial 
and logistics space is ten times larger 
now than it was in 2004, having reached 
nearly 1.2 million sqm. Rodica Tarcavu, 
Senior Consultant Industrial at Cushman 

& Wakefield Echinox remembers how in 
2005, when there was just 50,000 sqm in 
a handful of warehouses. “To the west of 
the city, where now you see warehouses 
was countryside,” she said. “And in the 
northern area, Pipera, to get to the ring-
road you had to cross the main railway 
line, which was blocked by train crossings 
several times per day.” The total stock then 
grew gradually until 2009 until it reached 
900,000 sqm. “Over the last three years, 
the pace of development has picked up, 
so in 2016 the volume of construction 
was 200,000 sqm. 2017 will exceed 2016, 
with the delivery of new space totalling 
more than 250,000 sqm, perhaps the 
largest volume of development so far. 
Total warehouse stock will be close to  
1.5 million sqm.”

Quehenberger is one of the logistics companies expanding thanks to the growth of retail 

Elena Jianu (Eltra Logis)
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CTP WINS €75.8M IN 
FINANCING FOR CTPARK 
BUCHAREST WEST

CTP secured €75.8m to finance the con-
struction of two new warehouses totaling 
70,000 sqm at CTPark Bucharest West. The 
European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) loaned the devel-
oper €36.7m, while the Romanian Com-
mercial Bank (BCR) approved a loan of 
€39.1m. The total cost of the investment 
is estimated at €108.9m. CTP’s Bucharest 
logistics park covers 100 ha. The two new 
warehouses will add a total of 244,000 
sqm of leasable space to the property. CTP 
is planning to expand its Romanian port-
folio to 1 million sqm of leasable space by 
the end of the first quarter of 2018 and to 
1.25 million sqm by the end of 2018.

“We are very pleased with this agreement, 
which will help us take another important 

step in transforming CTPark Bucharest 
West into the most important logistics 
park in Romania, both in terms of total 
surface area and in terms of development 
pace and standards quality,” said Ana Du-
mitrache, country head of CTP Romania. 
“This loan is also the first cooperation be-
tween CTP and EBRD, together with our 
long-term financial partner, BCR and Erste 
Bank. We are confident, however, that this 
will be just the beginning of a fruitful col-
laboration between CTP and EBRD.”

SKANSKA SELLS GREEN 
COURT BUCHAREST’S 
BUILDING C TO 
GLOBALWORTH

Skanska sold Building C at Green Court 
Bucharest to Globalworth for $38m. 
Globalworth now owns all three buildings 
in the office scheme. Green Court Bucha-
rest has a total leasable area of 54,300 

sqm. Globalworth acquired Building A in 
June 2015, followed by the purchase of 
Building B in December 2015. Building C 
has a total leasable area of 16,200 sqm. 
The project is fully leased. Tenants include 
General Motors, Capgemini, ABB, Merck, 
Orange, Grand Thornton and Legrand.

ORADEA SHOPPING CITY 
IN BANKRUPTCY

Oradea Shopping City, 
which opened six years ago, has accumu-
lated debts of more than RON 277m, and 
its operator, Shopping Center Holding, 
started insolvency proceedings in May. 
Retail tenants have been asked to vacate 
the space within the next two to three 
weeks, after the Bucharest Court declared 
the shopping center bankrupt in early 
June. Oradea Shopping City has a leasable 
area of 29,600 sqm.

The Bucuresti – Pitesti motorway is 
still the preferred location for logistics 
operators, and is home to over 70 
percent of the current stock. In addition, 
80 percent of new deliveries will be 
concentrated in the same area. Pitesti 
is also a hub for shipping Romanian-
produced fashion brands to further 
European destinations. Logistics company 
Eltra Logis owns two warehouses in the 
area with a storage capacity of up to 
80,000 hangers and a fleet of trucks to 
deliver the clothes to Spain, Portugal, 
Italy and France. The company’s business 
has grown steadily over the last five 
years, reaching €12 million in 2016. Eltra 
Logis works with major European brands 
and local fashion and textile producers, 
offering them support, technical 
assistance, fiscal representation and 
consultancy. 

“Storage costs are lower in Romania than 
in Spain,” says Elena Jianu, manager of 
Eltra Logis. “The difference, however, 

isn’t the actual cost of rent, which can 
be relatively similar, but from the cost 
of handling goods, which is 40 to 50 
percent higher than in Spain.” Eltra Logis 
also stores international brand clothes 
produced in factories in neighboring 
countries like Bulgaria, Moldova, Ukraine, 
Macedonia and Serbia. To keep pace with 
this growth, Eltra Logis will this year build 
a new headquarters along with 4,000 sqm 
of logistics space on a 30,000 sqm piece 
of land. 

“We are planning to expand our activities 
and to invest in an automatic cutting 
line and a pattern making area in order 
to help factories which are overloaded, 
especially during peak season. Also, we 
will manage distribution for international 
fashion brands and start an e-commerce 
platform,” Jianu adds.

Another major player on the Romania’s 
fashion market is Quehenberger, which 
offers storage and transportation services 

to clients like H&M, C&A, Deichmann 
and PPT. The company has produced 
exponential growth over the past four 
years. In 2013, the company employed 
100 people and operated in 10,000 
sqm of warehouse space. By the end 
of 2017, it expects to occupy 100,000 
sqm of warehouse space and have 
1,000 full time employees on its books. 
Alexandru Catana, country manager 
of Quehenberger Bulgaria & Romania, 
says the company expanded to handle 
the business of its traditional clients 
(international groups and local players) 
but also “thanks to new contracts.” 

Quehenberger offers services such as 
preparing products for delivery to stores 
by sorting, labeling and packaging at its 
warehouses in Bucharest, Cluj Napoca 
and Timisoara. The company plans 
to expand its real estate this year by 
a further 35,000 sqm in Bucharest, as 
well to numerous other towns around 
Romania.
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ROMANIA SECURES 
€100M FROM EBRD FOR 
ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
BUILDINGS

The European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (EBRD) has provided 
€100m in funding for Romanian build-
ing projects through its Green Energy 
Financing Facility (GEFF), a program that 
supports energy-efficient schemes across 
the EU. The program provides funding via 
loans for the purchase of energy-efficient 
building material. GEFF also supports 
renovating apartments to reduce energy 
consumption.

DEALS AND NEW SUPPLY 
SURGING IN BUCHAREST 

Bucharest’s office market 
continues to produce deals as compa-
nies scramble to take advantage of a de-
velopment boom to secure new space. 
Siemens, for example, is considering re-
locating to new office space in Bucharest 
once its current lease at West Gate expires 
in December 2018. At the top of the com-
pany’s list is Campus 6, which Skanska is 
currently developing in the city’s Iuliu Ma-
niu neighborhood. Siemens would take 
between 4,500 and 5,000 sqm. However, 
company representatives indicated that 
Siemens would also be open to renewing 
its existing contract at West Gate.

Netcentric Eastern Europe signed a lease 
with Vastint Romania on 1,000 sqm of of-
fice, while Phoenix Contact took 900 sqm 
at Timpuri Noi Square in Bucharest. The 
mixed-used project will offer 100,000 sqm 
of office and commercial space as well as 
50,000 sqm of residential space. Netcen-
tric is an Internet system integrator with 
web-based applications and digital plat-
forms for large businesses. Phoenix Con-
tact is an electrotechnics and automation 
leader.

JLL writes that demand outpaced supply 
on the Bucharest office market in the first 
six months of the year, with 185,000 sqm 
in lease deals dwarfing the 43,000 sqm of 
new space delivered in H1. A quarter of the 
contracts signed between January and 
June were for offices in the city’s Florea-
sca-Barbu Vacarescu district, followed by 
the Piata Victoriei-Charles de Gaulles area.

BUCHAREST’S UNIRII 
BOULEVARD TO BE 
TRANSFORMED INTO 
PUBLIC PROMENADE 

Four additional terraces are set to open 
along Unirii Boulevard in Bucharest at the 
beginning of July. The public administra-
tion project aims to turn Unirii Boulevard 
into a public promenade, similar to those 
found in Paris and London. One terrace, 
called The Clique Bistro and located close 
to the Unirea pedestrian crossing, has al-
ready opened. Ada Art Design SRL, a com-
pany that deals with business support ser-
vices, oversaw the opening.

IMPACT TO BUILD NEW 
RESI PROJECT IN BUCHA-
REST 

Impact Developer & Contractor, owned 
by Gheorghe Iaciu, is planning to build a 
new residential project in Bucharest. The 

company is in the process of acquiring 
22,000 sqm of land near the city’s Rom-
expo grounds. Impact has already paid 
€1.1m, and the deal is expected to close in 
July. The project will include a 63,000 sqm 
residential complex. Development will be 
carried out by a newly established com-
pany called Bergamont Developments, 
whose majority shareholder is Impact.

MITISKA REIM BUYS 11 
ROMANIAN SHOPPING 
CENTERS

Mitiska Reim bought 11 shopping centers 
in Romania from Alpha Property Devel-
opment. The price of the deal was not 
disclosed. The PeliFilip law firm assisted 
in the transaction. The portfolio covers 
55,000 sqm and is fully leased. The prop-
erties are located in Bucharest, Targu 
Mures, Campina, Tulcea, Sighetu Marma-
tiei, Iasi, Deva, Mioveni, Medgidia, Slatina, 
Caransebes, Pascani and Bacau. Mitiska 
REIM, headquartered in Brussels, invests 
in shopping centers across Eastern, Cen-
tral and Western Europe.

AMERICAN DREAM’S 
BRASOV RESI SCHEME 
FACES CRIMINAL 
COMPLAINT 

American Dream SRL Brasov is facing a 
criminal complaint for breaking ground 
on a residential project without a valid 
planning permit, according to a report 
in BizBrasov. The developer’s head, Nico-
lae Liseala, was also unable to provide 
documents showing that his company 
owns the land it intends to build 1,750 
apartments on in Brasov’s Scheii district. 
Representatives of the municipality have 
announced that a criminal complaint will 
be filed against the company. Brasov res-
idents, meanwhile, have started circulat-
ing a petition to try and halt the project. 
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Industrial Roundtable:  
People, people,  
people

If growth in Slovakia’s industrial 
market slows down, it won’t be 
because of a lack of demand from 
3PLs and manufacturers

Robert McLean

The industrial market in Slovakia is at 
one of those rare moments in a market 
cycle when almost all of the leading 
indicators seem to be positive. The 
total amount of stock due to come on 
line will most likely rise for the fourth 
consecutive year to levels last seen just 
before the market crashed in 2009. But 
there’s a big difference. Back in 2007, 
the vacancy rate for Slovak industrial 
was 13.1 percent thanks to aggressive 
speculative construction fueled by out 
of control lending. As of the end of 
the first quarter in 2017, according to 
CBRE, vacancy had risen to 4.3 percent. 
Moreover, as is the case everywhere else 
in comercial real estate, developers are 
building with far more conservative LTVs 
and the appetite for spec building has 
only begun to return in the last year.

The primary question at the CIJ Industrial 
Roundtable in Bratislava in June was 
whether after such a prolonged market 
surge, Slovakia’s industrial sector was 
reaching the limits of its growth. The 
answer, in short was a resounding no. “ 
I think we are definitely not at the limit,” 
said Martin Baláž (Prologis). 

Martin Baláž 
Prologis

“I’m sure about that.” Baláž says the 
simplest argument in favor of continued 
expansion is simple mathematics. 

Slovakia’s total stock of modern 
industrial space has just reached 2 
million square meters, which is far less 
than the 7 million sqm total in Czech 
Republic, whose population at 10 million 
people is only twice that of Slovakia’s. 
While he accepts that the Czech border 
with Germany produces a great deal 
of extra demand, he says it does not 
account for the entire difference and 
predicts that western Slovakia, especially 
the Trnava and Nitra areas, are likely to 
see considerably more growth.

To be sure, the planned construction 
by Jaguar Land Rover of a major new 
automobile plant will drive a fresh 
wave of demand in Nitra (Prologis itself 
is building a new industrial park next 
door). But the impact is likely to spread 
to automotive suppliers across the 
country. “It won’t create demand only 
for Nitra, but in other regions like Banska 
Bystrice and Trnava. Many suppliers are 
already established in Slovakia so they 
will be expanding their existing facilities.”

Tomáš Ostatník 
CBRE

Tomáš Ostatnik (CBRE) agrees that the 
current demand for industrial space 
is growing, but if anything, he sounds 
worried if potential tenants will find 
the space they need. In many cases, he 
says, the situation is ripe for speculative 

construction. “It’s a chicken and egg 
situation. If you don’t have a warehouse 
you don’t have a tenant but once you 
build a warehouse then the tenants 
arrive.” His biggest concern at the 
moment, though is finding people to 
work for suppliers. “Whoever you talk 
to, it’s all people, people, people,” he 
says. “It’s not about the space. Everyone 
knows they can get space within four 
or 6 months, depending how big the 
space is. But they don’t know how to 
get their labor force. Right now it looks 
as if whoever has the accommodation 
facilities controls the people.” 

Tomáš Budař 
CTP

“I think if you want employees you 
will find them,” says Tomáš Budař. “The 
question is how much you are able to 
pay them.” CTP, he points out, is willing 
to invest in accommodations in certain 
cases, such as in Bor/Tachova in the 
Czech Republic. But he says there are 
numerous locations where the company 
wouldn’t consider such an investment. 
“In Brno or in Prague it doesn’t make 
sense because there is enough 
accommodations,” he says, and comes to 
the same conclusion for CTP’s park near 
VW in Bratislava. “Generally, we are ready 
to build accommodations for employees 
but the question is where.”
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Robert Daniš 
Wilsons

In fact, while the human resources 
supply issue is definitely a concern 
for Slovakia, there’s a sense that the 
situation isn’t as serious yet as it is in 
the Czech Republic and Germany. But 
are we reaching a tipping point? Robert 
Daniš, a partner at the legal firm Wilsons, 
is working with companies closely 
connected to the Slovak automotive 
sector. He says there’s growing concern 
that the arrival of Jaguar Land Rover 
could tip the balance by offering higher 
wages than its competitors, KIA and 
PSA. “ It’s not yet a war because the 
Jaguar factory isn’t open yet,” says Daniš. 
“But it’s just the start of something 
that may end up as a war unless the 

competitors find a way to deal with 
the problem, for example by attracting 
people from other countries like Serbia 
or Ukraine.” He says Jaguar, known as a 
brand producing high-end luxury cars, 
may be looking to hire people with 
experience in the automotive sector, 
and that offering higher pay, or a more 
convenient location, could likely be its 
top tactic. The recent 6-day strike at the 
Volkswagen factory in Bratislava is likely 
one of the early warning signs, claims 
Daniš, who says an even clearer example 
is a recent round of wage hikes by KIA. 

More broadly, when considering how 
much potential Slovakia still has, says 
Ostatnik, it’s important to remember 
that the industrial sector is not solely 
reliant on the automobile industry. 
While the new JLR factory will result 
in new demand, new supply has been 
needed for other sectors, such as 

growing online retail requirements. He 
says that with Amazon now committed 
to building in Sered, the question is 
whether Chinese online retailers will 
follow, as they did in Prague. Baláž says 
Chinese are seeing the number of orders 
for their goods increase in Europe, 
making it increasingly efficient to have 
a warehouse nearby. Unfortunately 
for Slovakia, “Prague is considered the 
gateway to Europe, while Bratislava is 
not so well known.” He says Prague’s 
popularity as a tourist magnet helps, 
as does the constant stream of Czech 
politicians visiting China to attract 
Chinese capital. “Two years ago there 
were almost no Chinese e-commerce 
companies in the Czech Republic and 
then last year 5-6 of them signed big 
lease agreements. It changed very 
quickly,” says Baláž. “I think there might 
be some potential still [for Slovakia].”

EPERIA 85% LEASED, 
OPENS IN NOVEMBER

J&T Real Estate completed 
the shell and core of the Eperia shopping 
center in Prešov. The opening is scheduled 
for late November, in time for the Christ-
mas shopping season. The space is cur-
rently 85 percent leased to 65 tenants, ac-
cording to the developer, of which nearly 
60 percent of the tenants are fashion and 
footwear retailers. “We are pleased that 
the shopping center attracted the atten-
tion of successful entrepreneurs in Prešov, 
and therefore, its offer will be partially lo-
cally sourced. The tenants will include the 
Prešov pharmacy Schneider, which has 44 
branches in Slovakia, the popular Ministry 
of Fashion brand and various catering fa-
cilities such as La Cubanita, Yogi’s Coffee 
and French Bistro,” says leasing manag-
er Peter Píš. The center will draw on the 
catchment of 91,000 Prešov residents as 

well as an additional 36,000 that are with-
in a five-minute car drive. An additional 
110,000 potential shoppers are within a 
30-minute drive. The center is expected 
to create around 700 new jobs.

POŠTOVÁ BANKA TAKES 
OVER BEETHOVENOVA 
FROM IURIS

Poštová banka fund has acquired the de-
velopment site of a failed giant relaxation 
and residential complex called Beethov-

enova in the town of Banka. It bought the 
project’s SPV company Forespo Develop-
ment 4 from Iuris Group in an auction. The 
lender, UniCredit Bank, put the 30 hectare 
site in Piešťany on sale early in 2017 after 
Iuris failed to make progress on the project 
over the past eight years. Trend Reality says 
the first attempt to sell off the project failed 
to attract any bids, leading UniCredit to re-
duce the price from €3.8m to €2.85m. The 
project, which was supposed to include a 
hotel, a sports complex and an aquapark, 
sold in the second round for €1.94m.
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Investment 
Roundtable: Bratislava 
meeting expectations

There’s still a discount due 
investors in Slovak real estate, 
but the market’s liquidity is up  
to par with the rest of the region

Nina Fibigerová

Petr Daubner 
HB Reavis

How international is Bratislava’s 
investment market? This was the jumping 
off point for a discussion about the city’s 
property market, which despite being the 
capital of Slovakia has never enjoyed the 
same sort of liquidity as its CEE neighbors 
and competitors. In part this is a function 
of which angle you look at it from. “If 
you look at shopping centers, you don’t 
have many local investors any more in 
shopping centers of almost all categories,” 
says Vladimir Krno, head of real estate 
lending at Slovenska sporitelna, saying 
this is true of everything from big box 
outlets to regional Aupark type center. 
Unibail-Rodamco, NEPI and Allianz are 
the most prominent examples of the 
dominance international investors hold 
over the retail market, albeit Eurovea 
local ownership provides a significant 
exception. 

On the other hand, the office market has 
a greater tendency to local domination. 
Peter Daubner, divestments director of 
HB Reavis, says the office market isn’t as 
well known by foreign investors who lack 
local presence or partners to run such 
buildings in Bratislava. “Despite being 
quite hands on you can still manage 
retail quite nicely, because if you have 
a good shopping center its revenues 
move ahead with inflation, and you have 
nice NOI growth,” says Daubner. “With 
logistics it’s similar, if you have tenants for 

longer leases and you are a professional 
company like P3 or CTP you know how 
to operate it. Offices are slightly different, 
because unless you have longer leases it 
takes a more active approach.”

Rudolf Němec 
JLL

Rudolf Němec (JLL) took a wider 
perspective on the question of office 
investments. “The difference between 
Prague, Warsaw and Bratislava is now the 
widest it’s ever been,” he says. “If we look 
at Florentinum and what we are asking 
for prime schemes, we can easily say it’s 
150 bps.” Němec says his agency deals 
with many potential investors who make 
inquiries as to what’s available in Slovakia 
and in Bratislava and are shown around 
the city. What they realize fairly quickly 
is that “we have a very limited number of 
hot opportunities because the market is 
small and if they are targeting prime then 
they don’t have much to choose from.” 

In order to make the deal viable, he says, 
they would have to spend a large volume 
of money on a single transactions, but 
often “they’re not comfortable with the 
fact that this amount of money is too big a 
ticket for Bratislava market. Then some dig 
into the market and get scared of the three 
top developers. These are the obstacles 
for offices. Even though we have good 
opportunities here we investors are not 
able to tick off all the boxes to go through 
their investment committees.”

Daubner of HB Reavis counters that 
sourcing good deals is not a problem 
that’s isolated to Bratislava, at least if 
you’re looking for buildings that are 
just 5–6 year WARD that are nearly new. 
Even with its deep market knowledge, 
“It’s not so easy to buy in Prague. There 
are so many opportunities,” he says. 
“I was discussing this with friends and 
Prague and Warsaw, saying I want a €50m 
transaction, with a good building and 
good location and they told me ‘you and 
20 other Germans.’” Still, he admits that 
deals are lagging behind in Bratislava, 
citing the last big deal in the city as his 
own company’s sale of Twin City A to the 
local group IAD.

Vladimír Krno 
Slovenská sporitelna

Krno of Slovenska sporitelna concedes 
that the market is unable to produce the 
sort of deal volume that the other capital 
cities can. But he argues that the rise in 
prominence of local capital makes this is 
less of a concern than it was before the 
crash, when foreign investors were the 
only game in town. “It will always suffer 
from liquidity that’s lower than in Vienna, 
London or Prague. That’s something we 
have to live with. What’s different this 
time compared to 2005–2007 is that local 
investors (including Czech ones) have 
much more money. So the market should 
not suffer such big swings.”
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Indeed, banks active in the Slovak 
market appreciate the increased activity 
of local investors and have no problem 
supporting them in their transactions. “As 
a bank, we like foreign investors as well as 
local ones,” says Zuzana Kanalová – Head 
of Real Estate sub-department of VÚB. 
“We just look at the financial strength of 
the companies, it doesn’t matter where 
they’re small or big. Our guidelines from 
Italy are that it matters who is behind 
the project for the bad times and if they 
can support it.” She says this was proven 
not long ago with a major office building 
in Bratislava that was empty for a long 
period of time. “We could call this a bad 
time, but the sponsor is very strong and it 
supported the loan. We also continued to 
support the financing.” It’s also crucial to 
keep tabs not only on how much equity 
they put into the deal, but if they are 
pulling cash out of the company. “If they 
have all the equity out after 5–7 years 
and the times change and the tenants are 
moving out, what then?” 

At the end of the day, the prime real 
estate that hits the market tends to sell, 

even though the number of investors 
competing for it is smaller and less 
international. Němec of JLL says that the 
perception of Bratislava’s market being 
slower than elsewhere in CEE is some 
respects a size-based optical illusion. 
“We did a liquidity analysis to produce 
a number that could be compared to 
the other cities. So we summed up the 
number of square meters of property 
that were involved in investment deals 

and compared that to the total stock and 
the numbers were surprisingly similar: 
it was around 4 percent of the annual 
turnaround in Warsaw, Bratislava, Prague 
and Budapest. So if you have a large 
market then you have the perception 
of higher liquidity. It’s true, it’s higher 
liquidity but then if you go into a smaller 
city you have higher returns -- that’s the 
price you have to pay for having a better 
deal.”

Twin City is prime property in Bratislava
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KAUFLAND TO EXPAND 
STORAGE CAPACITY IN 
SLOVAKIA

Kaufland is planning to expand its stor-
age capacity in Ilava, Slovakia, by an ad-
ditional 40,000 sqm. The hypermarket 
chain opened its logistics center in Ilava 
in 2003 and has since expanded it several 
times. Currently, the center offers 62,200 
sqm of storage space. The new plans in-
clude adding new warehouses and an 
automated storage area. Kaufland started 
preparing the expansion two years ago 
by doing groundwork and building infra-
structure. It plans to build three new halls 
(M,N and O) totaling 19,230 sqm. The pro-
ject will also includes office, technical and 
social spaces. An 11,000 sqm deep-freeze 
automated storage unit is also part of the 
plans. It will be connected to the existing 
K hall and the newly planned hall by con-
veyor bridges that will transport palettes 
between the halls. Tesco Stores is also 
planning to expand its storage capacity. 
The retailer inked a deal with Prologis 
to build a new 55,000 sqm distribution 
center in Prologis Park Galanta-Gáň. 

JAGR PLANS GREEN 
ATRIUM AT TRNAVSKA 
IN BRATISLAVA

The developer JAGR plans to build a new 
mixed-use complex called Green Atri-
um at Trnavska cesta in Bratislava. The 
scheme, to go up opposite the Kaufland 
shopping center, will offer office, flats 

and retail. It will 
replace an existing 
business area next 
to the Donimo I 
complex. Green 
Atrium will consist 
of three blocks: two 
nine-story mixed-
use buildings and 
one two-story com-
ponent that will 
connect the tow-

ers. Another two-story building will offer 
parking space for 225 cars. The usable 
space in the complex will total 9,968 sqm. 
Flats will stretch across 6,641 sqm, while 
office will take 1,176 sqm. There will also 
be 623 sqm of retail. The project is in the 
early planning stages, and JAGR hopes to 
be able to break ground next year, with 
completion scheduled for 2020. Cost are 
estimated to run to €16m. 

TATRA RESIDENCE TO 
START BUILDING RESI 
PART OF OLYMPIA 
COMPLEX 

Tatra Residence is planning to break 
ground this year on the Olympia complex 
in Bratislava’s Ružinov district. The scheme 
will go up on a brownfield site at the cor-
ner of Záhradnicka and Bajkalska streets, 
where Drutechna used to have its work-
shops. The developer wants to build the 
residential part of the project first and add 
office space later. Tatra Residence, part of 
Tatra bank, bought the site in an auction 
in 2012 for €4.5m. The original developer, 
Atlas Real, had planned an ambitious pro-
ject on the site with 15,000 sqm of retail, 
10,000 sqm of office and a 115-meter res-
idential tower with 265 flats before going  
bankrupt during the financial crisis. 

TERNO BUILDS MARKET-
PLACE IN PETRŽALKA

A new modern marketplace 
is set to go up in Bratislava’s Petržalka dis-

trict. Terno real estate is planning to build 
it as part of the revitalization of its super-
market on Bratska street. Costs are esti-
mated to run to €2.5m. The supermarket 
will be downsized from 4,000 sqm to 1,200 
sqm. The marketplace should stretch 
across 5,000 sqm. Construction will start 
this summer, with the opening scheduled 
for March. The Petržalka marketplace will 
offer a drugstore and pharmacy as well 
as farmers shops, food and beverages, a 
shoe store and services. The project man-
ager of Petržalska tržnica, Katarína Lešk-
ová, told Trend.sk that the owner already 
signed pre-leases for the majority of the 
units, including 101 drogerie. The project 
will also offer space for an open-air mini-
market that can be used for local events. 
Terno group operates a number of retail 
chains, including Terno, Moja Samoška 
and Hypernova. It has a 85-percent share 
in SPV Petržalska tržnica, with Sandberg 
Capital as a minority shareholder. 

250K SQM OF NEW  
OFFICES ON THE WAY  
FOR BRATISLAVA

A total of 250,000 sqm of new office space 
is expected to hit the Bratislava market 
over the next two years, according to JLL. 
This is three times the average annual sup-
ply delivered over the past five years, says 
Dalibor Surový of the JLL office team. The 
majority of the new space is going up in 
the center of the Slovak capital, which cur-
rently boasts 1.63 million sqm of modern 
office stock. Of the 250,000 sqm currently 
under construction, 53,000 sqm are set to 
come on-line before the end of this year. 
J&T Real Estate is the most active develop-
er with 86,000 sqm under construction in 
projects like Westend Plaza (33,000 sqm), 
Panorama 2 (25,000 sqm), Panorama 3 
(21,000 sqm) and Zuckermandel (7,000 
sqm), followed by HB Reavis, with Twin 
City Tower (33,000 sqm) and Nivy Tower 
(31,000 sqm)
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NEW RESIDENTIAL 
-OFFICE COMPLEX IN 
TROSARINA IN  
BELGRADE

A new residential project called Panora-
ma Vozdovac is to be built near the Stepa 
Stepanovic settlement at the intersection 
of Vojvode Stepe street and Kruzni put 
Vozdovacki. Several stores previously lo-
cated on the site have been demolished, 
ahead of the planned project, which will 
offer around 24,000 sqm of space in total. 
The new complex is to offer 187 apart-
ments and six ground floor unites. The 
Belgrade-based developer Alpros says 
construction will be divided into three 
stages, with completion of the first ex-
pected in 2018. 

CONSTRUCTION STARTS 
ON MIXED-USE RESI-
DENTIAL COMPLEX IN 
ZRENJANIN 

Construction has gotten underway on 
“36”, a new residential and office complex 
in in Zrenjanin, northern Serbia. This com-
plex will have 2 residential blocks offering 
88 apartments, along with two high quali-
ty offices. A total of 102 parking space will 
also be built for new project, which has a 
net total of 4,812 sqm of space. 

The investor Home Interpoint, which has 
been developing real estate projects in 
Novi Sad, Zrenjanin and Belgrade since 
1999, is behind the project. Company of-
ficials revealed that prices for the apart-
ments, which they describe as the best in 
Zrenjanin would be €700 per sqm (includ-
ing VAT) for the larger units and €750 per 
sqm for the smaller ones. Sales are already 
underway, with 39 having already been 
sold. Construction of this residential com-
plex will be in line with latest green con-
struction standards, employing natural 
materials and with high energy efficiency 
characteristics. Completion is planned for 
the end of 2018.

NEW DELTA PLANET 
STARTS LATEST SHOP-
PING MALL SCHEME IN 
BANJA LUKA

Delta Real Estate has begun construc-
tion on Delta Planet, the developer’s new 
shopping mall scheme in Banja Luka. The 
company held the cornerstone laying 
ceremony yesterday, an event attended 
by President of Republika Srpska Milora 
Dodik. Delta Planet is expected to repre-
sent an investment of €70m, with comple-
tion scheduled for late 2018. More than 
500 people will work on construction of 
the mall, which will offer five movie theat-
ers, 1,000 parking places, a hypermarket 
and numerous restaurants. Delta Real Es-
tate has previously build shopping malls 
in Belgrade, Kragujevac and Podgorica as 
well as a residential project in Belgrade. 
The company plans to expand into the Eu-
ropean Union and will open the InterCon-
tinental hotel in Ljubljana in September.

NEPI BEGINS WORK ON 
€60M MALL IN NOVI SAD

Construction work on the 
Promenada shopping center in Novi Sad, 
Serbia, has officially gotten underway. 
The new mall is near Spens, at the corner 

of Bulevar oslobodjenja and Bulevar Cara 
Lazara in Novi Sad. The center will offer 
more than 140,000 sqm of space and is 
expected to employ around 1,500 work-
ers. The South African based investor NEPI 
Real Estate, which has numerous shop-
ping mall around the world, is behind the 
project. The company entered the Serbian 
market previously through the acquisition 
of TC Plaza in Kragujevac. For Promenada, 
NEPI has chosen one of the most prime lo-
cations in Novi Sad. The investment need-
ed to complete the project is being esti-
mated at more than €60m. Completion is 
expected in time for Christmas in 2018.

CELEBIC PLANS LUXURY 
RESI SCHEME IN 
PODGORICA

The developer Celebic is planning con-
struction of a new luxury residential 
project in Podgorica, the capital of Mon-
tenegro. It’s expected to absorb an in-
vestment of roughly €30m and is being 
built in the Zagoric district of the city 
along the Moraca river. The complex is 
made up of 408 units that will be divided 
between three buildings, with the first 
building planned for construction within 
15 months of securing all necessary plan-
ning permits.
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Liam Fox: There’s no 
pulling out now 

‘The country made its views clear. 
What part of that don’t people 
understand?’ 

Ben Riley-Smith 

If you’re looking for the inspiration behind 
Brexit, Liam Fox’s walls are a good place 
to start. His office overlooking Downing 
Street is scattered with memorabilia from 
the century which saw Britain become the 
most powerful nation on Earth. In one corner 
stands a replica of Queen Victoria’s coat of 
arms close to two meters high. Nearby are 
two paintings of The Great Exhibition, that 
1851 parade of the British Empire’s prowess. 
Elsewhere are depictions of paddle boats 
pulling away from the British coast, portraits 
of great industrialists and a grandfather clock 
that kept time for the original Board of Trade. 
“I wanted every one to tell a story,” he says, 
explaining his 19th century selections from 
the Government Art Collection. 

To Brexiteers, this is the buccaneering spirit 
that Britain will soon rekindle; for critics, 
it is a mythical past that can never be 
recaptured. Whichever it is, Dr Fox will play 
a part in making it so. Installed International 
Trade Secretary by Theresa May last July 
and reappointed this month, Dr Fox is in 
charge of securing the string of trade deals 
promised during the EU referendum. The job 
has taken him to most corners of the world 
in the last year, most recently a trip to Tokyo 

in between knocking doors 
in North Somerset during the 
election campaign. 

Speaking to The Sunday 
Telegraph exactly a year after 
the EU referendum, Dr Fox 
remains as optimistic for the 
UK’s future as that day – and 
as determined to deliver 
Brexit. Remainers have been 
emboldened by Mrs May’s 

election flop. The failure to secure a Tory 
a majority has been taken by some as a 
rejection of her ‘hard Brexit’ plan. But not for 
Dr Fox. The fact that more than 80 per cent 
of the country picked parties that want the 
UK out of the single market is seen as a fresh 
endorsement. Indeed if another referendum 
was held today, Britain would still vote for 
the exit door, Dr Fox says. 

“It fills me with a great deal of irritation when 
I hear people saying ‘those who voted for 
Brexit didn’t know what they were voting 
for’ or ‘they only did it because they lacked 
understanding or were hoodwinked’,” he 
says. “I find that hugely condescending. You 
know, the British voters have had a long time 
to think about European Union membership 
and they gave us a clear instruction. “They 
didn’t say ‘would you mind thinking about 
our European Union membership’. They said 
‘we ought to leave the European Union’. It’s 
done, it’s over. “And those who constantly 
want to revise the issue, I would give them 
a dictionary and ask them what they don’t 
understand about ‘referendum’ and ‘binary’.” 

If Brexit’s inevitability is agreed among the 
Cabinet, the form it takes is anything but. 

Philip Hammond, the Chancellor, has gone 
public with calls for a more businessfocussed 
Brexit – as opposed to prioritising 
immigration. Dr Fox, one of the Tory Party’s 
most famous Eurosceptic faces, appears 
firmly on the other wing. “The British public 
made it very clear in the referendum,” he says 
when asked if controlling migration is less 
important than EU trade. “They wanted us 
to control our borders. We cannot control 
our borders when we have unlimited free 
movement. We gave that commitment, 
we have to deliver on it.” Similarly there are 
differences over Europe’s customs union, 
which smooths the passage of goods across 
borders for those countries signed up. Mr 
Hammond confirmed this week that the 
UK would end its membership but also 
proposed retaining some of the benefits 
indefinitely. 

Dr Fox is relaxed about a transition periods 
for phasing out some of the group’s benefits. 
But he makes clear he wants the power 
to sign free trade deals – which means 
cutting ties with customs union – from 
day one of Brexit, due March 2019. In fact, 
trade talks with America are due to start 
within weeks, with Mr Fox personally flying 
across the Atlantic to lead the UK side of the 
working group. A free trade deal with the 
US, something Donald Trump has publicly 
backed, is one of the biggest targets on Dr 
Fox’s post-Brexit check list. 

Like many of his Cabinet colleagues, Dr Fox 
was rarely deployed for national campaign 
events or TV interviews before the election 
–a strategy now being questioned after 
the poor result. The North Somerset MP 
is reluctant to point fingers – others have 
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blamed Mrs May’s now departed co-chiefs 
of staff Nick Timothy and Fiona Hill – but 
he clearly views it as an error. “I think 
that we didn’t see a range of ministers 
the way we would normally do,” he says 
carefully, before adding that criticism is 
“very easy” with hindsight. But he adds: 
“We need to think about how centralised 
our campaigns are in the future.” Dr 
Fox is more forthcoming on another 
failing of the campaign – not tackling Mr 
Corbyn’s giveaway-heavy pitch to voters 
that included scraping tuition fees, mass 
renationalisation and £250bn of extra 
borrowing. 

“There’s always a tendency to believe 
that you have won these arguments 
on responsible finances. I think that in 
particular for young people we need to be 
brutally clear about the choice,” he says. 
“My message to young people is very 
stark: The Labour Party will put a millstone 
around your neck that you will never 
recover from during your working life. They 
will saddle you with debt and tax to pay 
for their short-term popularity. “That’s a 
message that with absolute clarity we need 

to hammer home, especially for younger 
voters. What Corbyn was offering was a 
dangerous confidence trick that would 
leave the next generation with massive 
levels of debt and tax.” Unlike other Tory 
colleagues, Dr Fox – who worked as a GP 
before entering politics – does not thinking 
easing back on austerity is the antitode to 
the Tories’ current woes. 

“Austerity is living within your means,” 
he says, warning of spiralling interest 
payments if the Government goes on a 
spending spree. “I’m afraid we need to keep 
pushing these arguments back.” Dr Fox 
lost the Tory leadership contest to Mrs May 
last year. Yet he is unfailingly loyal when 
pushed on the stability of her position after 
losing the Tory Party its majority. He says 
the way the Prime Minister has endured 
through a bruising month in power – 
including three terror attacks, an election 
flop and the Grenfell blaze – shows her 
strengths. “I think one of her strongest 
characteristics is resilience,” he says of Mrs 
May, who he has known for decades in 
Parliament. “Clearly she’s disappointed at 
the outcome of the election. elves.” 

And what of the Tory vultures circling 
who speak of a leadership change? 
“Bar the couple of months after each 
leadership change we’ve had, I don’t ever 
recall a time when there wasn’t constant 
speculation about leadership. I take it as 
the background noise of British politics,” 
he says. But the noise is getting louder? 
“We have big tasks ahead of us. The public 
would not be impressed by a bout of navel 
gazing by the Conservative Party at the 
present time. It’s time to rally around the 
Prime Minister and get on with the task 
we’ve been set by the voters.” Mr Fox makes 
a point of saying Mrs May can last the full 
five years until 2022 – something some of 
his Cabinet colleagues have failed to do 
when asked in public. But what happens if 
a vacancy appears? Would Dr Fox – already 
twice defeated in Tory leadership races – 
go for a third bid? “I think we should not 
even answer questions on that because it 
only continues the speculation,” he says. 
Which is different from “no”.

This article appeared first in The Sunday 
Telegraph 

APLEONA TO MANAGE 
COLWORTH PARK 
RESEARCH CAMPUS IN 
UK  (JE FOTKA)

Apleona HSG Limited is taking over the 
facility management of Colworth Park, a 
research campus in Bedfordshire. British 
investor and developer Wrenbridge ac-
quired the 32,500 sqm campus in partner-
ship with Palmer Capital in 2014. 

“We are happy that Wrenbridge and Uni-
lever have chosen us as their service pro-
vider and partner for Colworth Park. The 
contract strengthens our position as a 
leading service provider for facilities and 
companies in the research and science 
sectors,” said Simon Harris, COO of Aple-
ona HSG Limited. 

Unilever is Colworth Park’s main tenant, 
having maintained a research and de-
velopment center at Colworth Park since 
1947. The company has around 600 com-
pany employees currently working at the 
location.

CBRE GLOBAL  
INVESTORS ACQUIRES 
LONDON HOTEL FOR 
GBP 160M 

CBRE Global Investors has acquired the 
Park Plaza London Waterloo hotel for GBP 
160m in a sale and leaseback deal. The 
PPHE Hotel Group has committed to the 
sale and long-term leaseback through 
Waterloo Hotel Holdings BV. The initial 
rent of more than GBP 5.6m will be re-
viewed annually. The Park Plaza hotel is 

a newly completed high-end, full-service 
hotel with 494 bedrooms. The hotel is 
equipped with restaurants, a swimming 
pool, fitness center, spa and business 
center.

“This bespoke deal has been created as a 
club deal to suit the specific requirements 
of 10 of our pension fund clients. These 
clients are seeking long-term investments 
with inflation-linked income derived from 
prime assets, and we would expect this 
to be held long-term,” said Michael Ness, 
Head of UK, CBRE Global Investors. “This 
is an attractive investment opportunity 
in the heart of London on a site with high 
residual value but also leased to a major 
global hotel operator, offering considera-
ble security.”
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Falling sales and job 
losses: the hidden US 
retail crisis

Many traditional retailers appear 
to be stuck on an unstoppable 
slide into oblivion

Hannes Breustedt, dpa

Poor sales figures among flagship US 
retailers this year have been pushed out 
of the headlines by more pressing political 
matters. But in a country that depends on 
the services sector, the phenomenon could 
be a ticking time bomb for the economy.

The decline of traditional retailers in the 
US appears to be unstoppable. With more 
and more customers shopping online, the 
situation for iconic stores like Macy’s, Sears, 
JC Penney and Kohl’s is becoming critical. 
First quarter results this year were dismal, 
and investors reacted with shock. The 
development is a serious threat to the US 
economy as a whole, because many jobs 
are dependent on the retail sector. But US 
President Donald Trump is preoccupied with 
other industries.

“These are unusual and challenging times for 
retail,” Macy’s boss Jeff Gennette said as he 
presented the store’s results earlier this year. 
Macy’s, which also owns Bloomingdale’s, 
announced the closure of 100 stores with 
accompanying job losses last year. But 
though investors are by now used to poor 
results, they were horrified by the company’s 
first quarter report, which showed first 
quarter sales slipping 7.5 per cent year-on-
year (due, of course, to store closures). Macy’s 
stocks dropped by 17 per cent. Overall, since 
the beginning of the year, they have plunged 
by 35 per cent.

And what’s happening at Macy’s isn’t 
unusual for the industry. The company, 
founded in 1858 and a favourite with tourists 
for its flagship store in New York’s Herald 
Square, is only in the spotlight because of 
its stature. Sales at Kohl’s, JC Penney and 

Nordstrom also sank more than expected 
in the first quarter of 2017, with investors 
similarly showing signs of losing patience. 
However, only Sears drew as many headlines 
as Macy’s - because of fears it may soon 
declare bankruptcy.

The stores have one enemy in common: 
Amazon. The internet giant is expanding 
at breakneck speed and has invested 
enormous amounts of money into 
building up complex delivery and storage 
infrastructure, allowing people to buy almost 
anything at the click of a button and have it 
delivered straight to their homes. Amazon 
boss Jeff Bezos has promised to keep up 
the rate of expansion by investing even 
more money to drive competitors out of 
the market. The suffering this is causing for 
traditional bricks-and-mortar shops has been 
christened the “Amazon effect” by analysts.

For a long time, Macy’s and others failed to 
take the threat seriously and were reluctant 
to build up their own online presence. Is it 
too late now? Investors had been “very clear” 
about what they wanted from the store, 
Gennette said on a conference call as he 
presented the company’s first quarter results. 
“It’s how and when will you grow again. We 
certainly don’t have all of the answers yet, 
but we’re working on them with a sense of 
urgency,” he said.

The loss of an iconic store like Macy’s or Sears 
would be a tragedy for the US - and not 
just because they have shaped the industry 
for so many decades. It would also mean 
thousands of people losing their jobs. A 
quarter of US jobs are indirectly dependent 
on the retail industry, according to the 
National Retail Federation, and every ninth 
employee works directly in the industry. 
Many of these jobs are important for society 

Macy’s is one of the iconic brands that’s now suffering badly
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because most don’t require a specific skill 
set, and so give many people without higher 
education the chance to earn an income, 
albeit modest. But Macy’s, Sears and others 
have been letting more and more workers 
go. Since October, 90,000 jobs have been lost 
in the traditional retail industry, according to 
government statistics.

That’s more than even exist in the coal and 
steel industries combined. But Trump has 
made them the focus of his promises to 
revive old industries, promising to prop 
them up by loosening environmental laws. 
By doing so, he ignores the fact that the 
backbone of the US economy is in fact 
the services sector, an industry the Trump 

administration has so far failed to engage 
with. And while jobs in warehouses and as 
delivery drivers for e-commerce businesses 
like Amazon will offset some of the losses 
in the traditional retail industry, they won’t 
come close to compensating for them.

The developers of the Miami landmark 
Biscayne Beach condominium have paid 
off the $120 million construction loan 
from Blackstone that made the project 
possible. Construction of the 52-storey 
scheme completed in May, with just three 
units of the 391 total remaining for sale. 
Closings have been reached on 250 of 
the apartments, which range in size up to 
three bedrooms. The units still for sale are 
priced between $1.6m and $9.4m.

The project is a joint venture between 
Two Roads Development and GTIS 
Partners. “We have successfully retired our 
construction loan with Blackstone and 
are especially proud of the fact that we 

were able to pay back the loan ahead of 
schedule,” said Jim Harpel, chairman and 
senior partner at Two Roads Development. 
“We’ve been extremely satisfied with our 
relationship with Blackstone and look 
forward to working with the firm again in 
our future endeavors.”

Residences are fitted with high quality 
fixtures and appliances featuring 
dramatic 10-foot ceilings, floor-to-
ceiling glass windows and sliding doors. 
Penthouse units feature 12- to 14-foot 
ceilings, spa-like bathrooms for the 
master bedrooms and large private 
terraces. Construction on the project got 
underway in May 2015. 

“The overall success of the closings at 
Biscayne Beach, alongside the record 
setting pricing for the East Edgewater 
neighborhood, is something we are all 
very pleased with,” said Rob Vahradian, 
senior managing director of GTIS 
Partners. “Furthermore, this is our second 
successful financing with Blackstone and 
they were terrific to work with – they did 
exactly what they said they were going 
to do terms-wise and closed quickly, and 
their asset management team was very 
responsive during the construction of the 
building.”

A dozen new residential schemes 
are underway in the surroundings of 
East Edgewater, which had suffered 
economically until relatively recently, 
despite being in such a prime location 
from a geographic vewpoint. The project 
is the now the primary landmark for a 
strip of land that runs for over a mile 
along the bayfront between two main 
arteries connecting Miami Beach to the 
Greater Downtown Miami area.   

Two Roads Development is a South 
Florida developer while GTIS Partners, 
based in New York city, is a global 
real estate investment firm with 
approximately $3 billion in assets. The 
interior designer Thom Filicia was given 
responsibility for the project’s common 
area amenity spaces, the Beach Club 
level and the exclusive residencies. 
Cervera Real Estate is managing sales and 
marketing for the project.

Biscayne Beach pays off Blackstone loan
Sales are nearly done at Miami’s new residential tower just a 
month after the project opened its doors to customers

Robert McLean
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WAGES RISING ACROSS CEE

Real earnings increased by 9.2 percent y-o-y in Hun-
gary between January and April, while consumer 

prices went up by 2.5 percent, according the Central Statistical 
Office (KSH). Net earnings averaged HUF 201,500 excluding family 
tax benefits, and HUF 209,300 including benefits in April. In the 
first four months of the year, average net earnings, excluding fam-
ily tax benefits, were HUF 191,000. Taking into account family tax 
benefits, average net earnings were HUF 198,800, according to 
KSH data.

Hungary’s trade surplus, meanwhile, dropped by €111m y-o-y to 
€865m in April, according to KSH, which writes that the balance is 
€13m less than originally estimated. Export volume decreased by 
4.9 percent, while the import volume fell by 4.2 percent. However, 
when calculating calendar adjusted data, export and import vol-
umes increased by 2.5 percent and 3.8 percent respectively com-
pared to the same period of the previous year, according to KSH.

Wages aren’t rising just in Hungary however: Slovakia’s nation-
al bank (NBS) foresees a moderate slowdown in employment 
growth to 1.9 percent from 2 percent. This, however, is only tem-
porary, says NBS governor Jozef Makúch. Wages should increase 
by 3.2 percent in 2017, followed by 2.8 percent in 2018. While the 
labor pool in Slovakia continues to dry out, NBS sees companies 
hiring more foreign workers. The situation could change in 2019 
once several new automotive plants begin operating. Inflation 
should also increase to 1.2 percent this year and to 1.9 percent 
in 2018.  

Evidence of this isn’t hard to find in the real world. Workers at the 
Bratislava Volkswagen plant went on a six-day strike in June, de-
manding a 16 percent wage hike over two years. In the end the 
two sides agreed to a 4.7 percent hike, with further increases 
promised later. Over 12,000 workers joined the strike, which in-
vestors will have been unimpressed to note was supported by 
Slovakia’s prime minister. The company turned out 388,000 cars 
last year and announced in May that it would be adding a 34,000 

sqm dispatching center for trucks. It will be part of the new logis-
tic center Volkswagen started building last October. 

H1 RESI SALES DOWN 10% IN PRAGUE

Flat sales could drop in Prague in 2017 after seven 
years of steady growth. Central Group blames the 

city’s slow planning process with throttling new supply. In the first 
half of 2017, a total of 3,000 flats will be sold. That’s a fall of 10 per-
cent compared to last year. In 2017, developers expect prices to 
go up by an additional 10 percent. An analysis by Central Group, 
Skanska Reality and Trigema indicates that 3,450 flats are current-
ly on offer in Prague, down by some 30 percent y-o-y. The average 
price of a flat reached CZK 72,000/sqm in Q1, and it continues to 
rise, while there’s no longer anything available for less than CZK 
45,000/sqm. Overall, 80 percent of flats on offer cost more than 
CZK 60,000/sqm. Even more ominously, a studio flat that today 
costs CZK 3m would have set its owner back just CZK 1m five years 
ago. 

FRENCH ECONOMY GROWING, BUT SLUGGISH

How is France’s economy doing? It depends how 
you look at it. If you look at the period from 2008 

to 2016, real GDP grew just 0.6 percent, which is the lowest pace 
for a nine year stretch since WWII, according to research by BNP 
Paribas. On the other hand, the study suggests that this figure is 
skewed by the years 2008 and 2009 which were marked by reces-
sion. If they are removed, growth averaged 1.1 percent thanks to 
relatively strong years in 2010 and 2011, as these years saw growth 
of 1.9 and 2.1 percent respectively. Overall, however, the word 
best suited to describe economic growth in France is “sluggish”. 

“Per capita GDP did not rise above its pre-crisis level until 2016, 
and by only 1 percent,” writes BNP Paribas. “Industrial production, 
a much narrower but also symbolic indicator, is still 12% below its 
pre-crisis level. In the Eurozone, this shortfall is much smaller at 
7%. The Eurozone’s less negative performance is nonetheless due 
to Germany, where production has returned to the pre-crisis level 
(albeit without exceeding it).”

On the positive side, BNP notes that the country did not fall into 
as severe a recession in 2008 and 2009, and also that it has man-
aged to avoid a double dip recession since that time. However, per 
capita GDP managed to exceed its pre-crisis levels only last year, 
by 1 percent, and industrial production remains 12 percent below 
pre-crisis levels. By comparison, the remainder of the Eurozone is 
just 7 percent behind pre-crisis levels and Germany has reached 
parity.
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NUMBERS: COMPARISON OF POLULATION IN THE COUNTRIES 

Total
10,553,843
8,690,076

82,175,684
10,783,748
9,830,485

16,979,120
37,967,209
10,341,330 
19,760,314
7,076,372
5,426,252

46,445,828
65,382,556

323,995,528

73
66

75.3
78

71.2
90.5
60.5

63.5
54.6
55.6
53.6
79.6
82.6
81.6

Imigration

29.602
166.323

1,543,848
64.446
58.344

166.872
218.147
29.896

132.795
no data

6.997
342.114
631.452
no data

Net migration rate (per capita)
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Population on 1 January by sex
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AFI Romania secured LEED Platinum pre-certification for AFI Tech 
Park, a business campus it is developing near the Marriott hotel 
and the Romanian Parliament in Bucharest. The mixed-use scheme 
will offer 56,000 sqm of class A office in two buildings and one tow-
er. The first phase will be delivered in Q2 2018, offering 20,000 sqm 
of office and 2,000 of retail, including a supermarket, restaurant, 
fitness club and other facilities for the office tenants. The project’s 
LEED Platinum pre-certification is for the use of construction, 
design and operating techniques and technologies that leave a 
minimum impact on the environment. AFI Tech Park will feature 
preferred parking places for cars with low-emissions and accom-
modation for electric cars, bicycle racks and showers, good access 
to public transportation, the re-use of rainwater for the irrigation 
of green areas and efficient water fixtures. Colliers International as-
sisted AFI Europe Romania in the certification process.

The Kopernik office complex in Warsaw se-
cured a BREEAM In-Use certificate with Very 
Good ratings in both asset performance and 
building management. The property, located 
in the city’s Włochy district, offers more than 
22,000 sqm in five buildings that are connected 
to each other by a five-level car park with 765 
spots. “The office complex boasts a number 
of electricity, water and heat-saving solutions 
and a friendly indoor working environment. All 
these features in combination with proactive 
and environment- and tenant-friendly prop-
erty management make the Kopernik Office 
Buildings an exceptional complex on the War-
saw office map,” said Piotr Mokrzański, senior 
project manager at Go4Energy, which oversaw 
the BREEAM assessment process.  

AFI Tech Park awarded LEED Platinum pre-certification 

Warsaw’s Kopernik office complex gets BREEAM certified

Sustainable development news and projects
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SAVILLS ADDS 

STUART JORDAN 
TO GROWING PRAGUE TEAM

International real estate advisor Savills 
brought Stuart Jordan on board to lead its 
investment agency team in the Czech Re-
public. Jordan is joining Savill’s Prague of-
fice following a six-year stint at JLL, where 
he was head of CEE Capital Markets and 
was involved in major transactions includ-
ing The Park, Florentinum, Enterprise Office 

Center and Olympia Brno. A 12 year veteran of the real estate industry, he’ll be work-
ing with Jakub Gajdos who began at Savills earlier in the year. 

“I am delighted to be joining Savills in Prague to establish and grow the 
business alongside Ben Maudling,” says Jordan. “The commercial real 
estate market in the Czech Republic and Slovakia continues to be 
attractive to a wide range of investors across sectors, and we look 
forward to delivering considered strategic and transactional ad-
vice for clients who seek a ‘value add’ rather than purely bro-
kerage service.”

People
Leoš Kocman has been appointed general manager of the Kot-
va department store in Prague, which was bought by Pražská 
správa nemovitostí (PSN) in June 2016. He will oversee the his-
toric property’s redevelopment process. Kocman has 20 years 
of experience in the real estate sector. He previously worked 
for Pradera and TK Development. Located in Prague 1 on Nám. 
Republiky opposite the Palladium shopping center, Kotva was 
the first Czech department store when opened in 1975. 

LEOŠ  
KOCMAN 

TO MANAGE  
KOTVA DEPART  

MENT STORE 
IN PRAGUE 

ŠTĚPÁN ŠATOPLET 
TO HEAD LANDLORD  
REPRESENTATION AT JLL

JLL appointed Štěpán Šatoplet the new head 
of landlord representation for its office leas-
ing division. With 14 years of experience on 
the Prague market, Šatoplet will help over-
see changes at JLL’s office 
leasing department. The 
office agency will diversify 
its services into landlord 
representation, tenant rep-
resentation and a new bro-
kerage service. The team 
currently has five consult-
ants and will steadily ex-
pand. Šatoplet has been 
active on the Prague prop-
erty market since 2003, 
having previously worked 
for Skanska for almost nine 
years and for CBRE be-
tween 2012 and 2017.

SVEN KRUMPHOLZ
JOINS AXA IM’S GERMAN  

MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Sven Krumpholz has been appointed head of asset 
management and transactions in Germany at AXA 

Investment Managers. Krumpholz will join Chris-
toph Moelleken, head of fund management 

and will be reporting to Andrew Stainer, 
global head of asset management. He will 

be coordinating the efforts of the trans-
actions, development, asset manage-

ment, fund management and oper-
ations teams. Krumpholz has more 
than 20 years of experience on the 

German real estate market. 

VLADIMÍR 
KORDOŠ
NAMED PARTNER AT 
KONEČNÁ & ZACHA 
IN BRATISLAVA  

Vladimír Kordoš was named 
real estate partner at Konečná 
& Zacha, Attorneys at Law. He 
will be based in the law firm’s 
Bratislava office. He has more 
than 11 years of experience 
on the legal field, focusing on 
construction, commercial and 
company law and public pro-
curement. He is also experienced in compliance and arbitration 
issues and is a member of INSOL Europe. Kordoš is also registered 
as an arbitrator with the Arbitration Court of the Slovak Bar Associ-
ation and the Vienna International Arbitral Centre.



CTP ART WALL WINNERS ANNOUNCED AT MANES GALLERY
The winning proposals of the 1st year of the CTP Art Wall international 
competition were announced in the last week of June at the the Manes 
Gallery in Prague. A jury of experts from CTP, CBRE and others chose two 
of the most successful visuals from artists with pseudonyms DZIA from 
Belgium and Michal Škapa alias TRON, which will be implemented on the 
selected CTPark walls in the following months. CTP awarded each of the 
winning artists with a financial reward worth a total of 100,000 CZK.

LEKVI NOW 10 YEARS OLD IN PRAGUE
The real estate agency Lekvi celebrated its tenth 
anniversary of beginning activities on the Prague 
market with a gathering of clients and friends, 
along with a big birthday cake to mark the event. 
Founder Viktor Lekhman and Firaz Muinov (the 
company’s MD) were on hand for the party.

VLTAVA RUN 2017
The property sector was represented once again in the Vltava Run with a mix of agents, investors and journos in the team Scrambled Legs. 
Captain Ian Fanthorpe (now of Bluehouse Capital) guided the 10-member team through the 360 km route in just under 32 hours. It was one 
of 300 teams to compete in this year’s event.
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HELMUT JAHN
Helmut Jahn was presented with the Architectural Prize of the Mayor of Warsaw, given to the authors of projects employing outstanding 
functional and spatial solutions and to those who have set new design standards and enriched the city’s landscape. Cosmopolitan was the 
first project he completed in Poland.

News that the deal for Affable 
offices in Bucharest, yes the three 
of them, appears to have been 
premature according to market ru-
mors. The transaction is reportedly 
a deadman, though there‘s no intel 
yet on what caused the breakdown. 

If we‘re being honest, it did al-
ways seem like a strange deal, not 
because the developer is odd, but 
rather the retailer in question. Cash 
deployment, however, is the name 

of the game these days, whether 
you‘re a real estate fund or a hy-
per-liquid hypermarket operator. 
What we‘d like to know though is if 
cash dried up or if some better offer 
came in. Perhaps the price wasn‘t 
so firmly fixed from the outset. 

This year at least so far is the one 
that isn‘t slowing down, dealwi-
se. Every week a new company 
is completing one transaction or 
another. That‘s good news for the 

new savvy boys of Prague fina-
lly got their feet under their new 
desk, marking a remarkable turn of 
events that few will have seen co-
ming. Soupman figures he‘s got a 
good shot at making at least a little 
hay before the sun goes behind the 
clouds in the not-so-distant future.

MITZI LINKA
.
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